€tl®«twtlj .American.
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ellsworth, Maine, Wednesday afternoon, October 3,

i
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NEW ADVERTISEMENT* THIS

Storey, Thursday
to

WEEK

Bijou theatre

The Burrill National bank
M C R R —Fail schedule.
Union Trust Co
Hosea B Phillips—Notices of foreclosure.
Geo H Darke Notice of foreclosure.
Johnson’s Anodyne Liniment.
Surry;
Hancock Co Nursery Co

A Convincing Plan for Accumulating Money
by

account with the
National Bank.
It consists of
weekly deposits of any stated sum,
an

small, anti allowing

regular
large or

tinue the

Osgood’s Oakland
poses, ready for day

account with the amount you

can

an

Going West—10.30
Going East—6.10 a

m.

a

There

m;

at

WEATHER

IN

over

For Week

Ending

EDNESDAY, OCT. 3 —Fenwick and Moore in “A Girl Like That.” 5 acts.
Paramount.

THURSDAY, OCT 4 Edith Storey in “Enemy to the King” Vitagrspb.
FRIDAY, OCT. 5-Ethel Barrymore in “The White Raven,” Metro.
SATURDAY, OCT 6 Marie Doro in “Lost and Won,” Paramount.

Midnight Tuesday,

MONDAY, OCT. 8

Universal feature.

TUESDAY, OCT.

Reid and

9

King

in “The

Golden Fetter”

J|

small insurance

on

1

This is

one

the house.

118

marriage of Miss Bessie Schoppee
and Walter Bcott took place at the Catholic church Monday morning, Rev. P. F.
were

|

UNION TRUST COMPANY of Ellsworth

Columbus.

They

,

We shall be pleased to receive your application and attend to
same, without any cost to you, whatsoever.

of the banner districts

Flanagan officiating.

j

.4',

2 per cent with application.
•*
on Nov. 15, 1917.
•*
Dec. 15, 1917.
40
40
Jan. 15, 1918 (with accrued interest on
both deferred installments)

Ellsworth, Calais and

the councils at

Due Nov. 15, 1942.

__

not insured.

was

interest from Nov. 15. 1917.

for the new

Subsciibeis who « ah to take advantage of the iiuU.lin’lit payments are entitled to mak“ payment as follows:

The

2, 1917.
| From observations taken at the powet
station of the Bar Harbor St Union Kivei
Power Co., in Ellsworth.
Precipitation is
given in inches for the twenty-four hours

eudingat midnight.]

which

subscriptions

Payment in full of any subscription for an amount of bonds not in
excess of 11,000 face value may be made with application.

England, one of the very tlrst to
send in its full subscription to the $3,000,000 war fund being raised by the Knights

Oct.

W

Hearing

of New

ELL* WORTH.

at

was a

Lubec.

postofflce half

of

STREET

for livery purnight calls. He

Doyle of Ellsworth has been
of
the
reappointed district deputy
Knights of Columbus, having jurisdiction

hour before mail closes.

BIJOU THEATRE

car
or

John E.

m:

Registered mail should be

Liberty Loan

From now until Oct 27, we will receive
issue of United States 4 per cent, bonds.

on

number of horses to let.

a

furniture,

of hit

5.S0 p m.
3.46 p m.
Sundayn. (Until Nov. 23.)
Arrive from the west 8.11 am. Closes for
west 4.80 p m.

spare.

keep

stand

same

The Ezra Davis house on the Burry
road, owned by Charles I. Davis and
occupied by Frank Weacott, was burned
to the ground Saturday forenoon. Th«
tire is supposed to ua**e caught from the
chimney. Mr. Weacott lost a large part

MAILS CLOSH AT POSTOmCH

an

MAtfSJ

will also

the

Carlisle has also bought

Mr.

Mr.

efTecf, Sept. 30, 1917-

Week Day*.
From West—«. 41, 11.46 m; 4.24 p
From East—11.10 a m; 6.22 p m.

business at

Main street.

MAILS RBCBITBD.

it to remain at interest.

delay--start to-day by opening

Don t

In

Second

purchased the boarding and livery
stable of Fred H. Osgood, and will con-

AT ELLSWORTH POSTOrNCI.

Burrill

the

has

SCHEDULE OF MAILS

is attested

No. 40.

,y,r." i

i "75s zsszz

abijetttBfmentB.

evening, in “Enemy
Friday evening, the
King.”
five-act feature, “The Whit© Raven,” with
Ethel Barrymore. Saturday matinee and
evening, Marie Doro in “Lost and Won.
Myron R. Carlisle of West Ellsworth

LOCAL AFFAIRS

ion,

attended

1 by Miss Mary Scott, the groom’s sister,
Precip- ! and John W.
Doyle. The bride wore a blue
itation
Temperature
doth traveling suit, with gray velvet hat.
4am 12 m
forenoon afternoon
They left on the noon train for a short
Wed
46
70—
elear
clear
wedding trip. Their many friends extend
Thurs 48
78—
clear
fair
Frl
87
60rain
rain
.12 best wishes.
Weather
condition*

—

Admission,

5 and IO cents

The Annual F"air
under the

auspices of

the

Bat
Bun
Mon
Tues

Methodist Episcopal church will he held in

Agriculture will be one of tbe leading features.
Prizes amounting to $25 in gold
•ill be offered for the beat exhibit having a value of at least (3. Each afternoon there
iJI be lectures especial'y interesting to farmers snd small gardeners.

High class entertainments each evening. Wednesday evening, Oct. 3, a play will
presented by local aod outside talent. “Bachelor’s Hall” has been presented in
places with great

Thursday evening, entertainment by the B. E. N. trio,
Friday evening, musical-Mina Marianne Kneiact,
violinist.
Kahinowttc. pianist.
Oct.
3
and
425
Admission,
cents; reserved seats, 35 cents.
Oct. 5—36 oenta; reserved seats, 50 cents.

by a
Mias Clara

Butter

The booths will
during the day,

fair
rain

cloudy
cloudy

The club

organized Sept. 25, for the
Ellsworth soldier boys,
have knit and given to every Ellsworth
boy who is leaving for the front to-day
one pair of stockings and a heavy wool

38

comfort of the

cloudy

fair

fair

family

moved

have

and
is
blanket,
making stockings,
sweaters, scarfs, wristlets and evertbing
that helps to make a boy’s life at the

Houlton.

Linneban

purchased

has

Buick six for his automobile

but is

Flye, Mra. Alice Stanley and
Flye, of Brooklin, were in
Ellsworth Monday.
So more diphtheria cases have been
reported to the local board of health
Mra. Lena

Mra. Clara

yesterday for

Ellsworth firemen with

principal speaker

the chemical

extinguishers also went to
the scene, but the fire was out when they
arrived. The loss is covered by insurance.
The CiU worth postofflce has been
designated by tbe department as “accounting office*’ for all postoffices in Hancock
those of the
first and
county except
second class, thus excepting only Bar
Harbor.
Tbe Ellsworth office wUl be

visit with

a

Wellington Barbour,

ever

saved the house.

Mra. George Gould returned last Saturday from a visit of several weeks with
bar son Artbur in Freeport.
Mrs. George H. Grant and Mrs. W. A.

brother,
Fax croft.

METHODIST FAIR.

Price, inckding

paper aad

special printing:

at

office for all stamps, stamped
Haynes arrived home from distributing
and
supplies-105
Westfield, Mass., Sunday, on a envelopes, wrappers
in Hancock county.
This
four-days’ lurlougb, returning to West- postoffices
means the keeping hereof a large quantity
Held to-day.
of these supplies.
In addition to this, all
The meeting of the Ellsworth teachers'
accounts of these postoffices
must be
association, scheduled for Friday evening examined and tabulated
here, and sent
of this week,
has been postponed to
from here to the auditing department at
Tihnrsday evening, Oct. 11.
It inert us
mcr* ueeii
camp at

I

0

*j***, $2.00

t-heets
•*

tiuy

**'

<**

;

lialf -pouml size, fl.T'i
*•

3.00;

"

2. To

C.
Jvhi

L.

'lor mg

<>( Maui

Mra.

1.

street.

for boeinese

tins

ih

week

building

Mew store

ill

w

moving into

the

*»i«

p/obtuiy be open

Carrie

&

SON

—Entabltsberi 1807-

Representing some of

the leading

companies

and foreign

of this

countries

shipment

apples

Springer left Thursday for a
days in Boston, leaving there Monday
for Madison, Wis.. for an extended visit
with her daughter, Mrs. George P. Paine.
Mra. Earl O. Mitchell of Flint, Mich.,
few

spent two weeks with Mrs. B.
returned
to
Lewiston
Walker,
FridHy to visit her father, Fred P.

4 sheets of
music 25c postpaid

alau

Fruit Trees, Shrubs and Rosebushes

lars.

Photo

Harrington,

Oar

estate of fS.OUO
‘“Wrt.t for 10, ISorlOyeara.
tt*nu
re^utred/.frre deed in
te to-day.
an

HANCOCK COUNTY NURSERY CO.
SHIRT.

by paying alrople
So further pay
of death,

ca»e

WAITER S. IKRLIft, Issaraaco A|Mt
MOWIM. MAINE

Storage

Batteries Repaired and

Linnehan's Auto Livery
Three Oars; day or night eervice
Prices Reasonable

Phute St.,

ne*»

care

Boat

J O LET by day

or

week

to ALBERT N. CUSHMAN

I

phon

H7-*

Home-Mi do Marmalade
a

Court Uoum. Ellsworth

Wotor

ELLSWORTH

tp»

Recharged

Patteries stored and given proper
Plough winter.
I A. P. ROYAL,

MAINE

22 WATER ST.

'^Ul

will

Nov.

be

15

A

Hancock

bureau

will

hall.

hold

new

improvement meeting at the

d S rub

FCR S\LE

Miss Caroline Harrington
llltworth,

went into effect on
Central Monday. The time-

table

printed

been

corrected

elsewhere

in

date,

to

Day aai NigM Sanrica

Men Wlttia Rums

M|. id Oiklad COT.

EUSWHRTN. ME
V

proving

has

day,
Harbor.
Mr.

On Oct. 19 20 over 300 boys and girls of
couuly who have been engaged
work during the prtt
in agricultural

to the

Ellsworth

county
re

oi

auiouui

for the

Prizes

contest.
to

be

divided

Sargent
pulling

will

be

the

Eduu

Gouldsboro

in the

morning,
traps, went into
he
had
a fewReturning,
more traps to pull.
His boat was seen
near Yellow island,
only about a mile
from South Gouldsboro wharf, in the

and efter

there will

be

au ex-

Kneisel,

violinist,

and

Mi9s

Clara

Kabinowitz, pianist:
Grieg~*8onata for violin and
piano in C Minor, Op. 45.
a
Allegro Molto ed sppassionate
b
Allegretto espressive alia Romacza

Edward

1

c

II

III

IV

Allegro Auimato
Violin 8olo
H V’ieux ternpe
Ballade et Polonaise
Piauo Solo
R Scbumap.Grillen
Brahme- .Intermezzo Opus, lltf No. 3
Ravel ...Jtu D'Eau JThe Fountain)
Moskowaki..Study lu double notes
Violin Solo
Couperin Kreisier...-Chanson
de Pavane
W Cnadwick .Arioso
(Dedicated to .n«.# Kneisel)
Willem VViilike .Cauzouette
Piano sole

afternoon.
who

saw

Twenty

minutes

him

noticed

and

was

that

later

his

boat

men

had

apparently drifting,

to

widow and twochi.dren.
COMING

KVKM>.
and

3, 4 and 5, at Hancock hall
church

fair.

Admission

Friday,

Oct.

Methodist

to hall

after-

noons, 10

cents; evening entertainments
Wednesday and Thursday, 25and 35 cents;

Friday,

35 and 50 cents.

Dinners Wednes-

day and Thursday, 53 cents.

L.J.S.

Liszt.Etude de

Liszt.Hungarian
Reserved seats for

Thursday

Concert

Rhapsody
and

Friday

evenings’ entertainments are for sale at
the box office at Hancock nail.

J.VVK.

DATES

Oct. 10

—

Jair at

vice-chairman,

appointed

have

lowing assistants

the

on

fol-

the

general county

committee:

each
to

J

pledge itself

for

the

jfivc-a opportunity
patriotic self-denial

e

to

cause—the

common

prosecution of

the

war

States and its

allies,

in

successful
the United

by

which

food will

play so important a part.
The primary object of the campaign is
to so arrange the consumption of fcof
stuff as to lesseu the local
consumption of
wheat, meat, butter, milk and sugar.
The active campaign will
begin with
in

sermons

the

churches

all

the

over

county Sunday, Oct. 21, explaining the
proposition. The canvassing of families
will
begin Monday, and be concluded
within the week. The local committees
will make daily reports to the chairman
of the general county committee, who
will in turn make

ington.
be

daily reports

EllBwortb

In

to Wash-

committee will

a

appointed for each ward.
A Moose Case.

An

interesting moose case was beard in
Ellsworth municipal court Monday*

the

Richardson and B. G. Archer, both
Tourtelotte ridge, in the town of Mariavilie, were the respondents.
Warden Crosby one day recently saw
tbe two men going east over the Air-iine
road with a jigger wagon. His suspicions
were at once aroused.
In the evening he
weut by automobile to the Air-lsue road
Aldana

of

and awaited the return of the m* n
He was rewarded about 11 o’clock

some

Jordan’s island.
Going to the boat, they found the engine shut off, and no one aboard the
boat. It is supposed Mr. Jordan fell overboard while putting traps, or in clearing
the wheel of eel grass. The body bas not
been recovered. Mr. Sargent leaves
a
near

V

Harbor-

Wednesday,

the

afternoon

hibition and demonstration by tbe girls’

stiff

a

drowned Mon-

island,

went out

FAIR

B.jou this
ever-popular star,
at

was

Yellow

near

among them.
Au attraction

Friday

Drowned.

Fisherman

Wednesday, Thursday

at the weather bureau in Boston.

in

in

Sargent, aged thirty-seven,

Gouldsboro,

of South

stopped

meet

of

first time since Mr. Rodman

Gouldsboro

supreme court for
county will convene next Tuesday moruiug at 10 o’clock, Associate Justic A. W. King presiding. The
grand
jurors will report at that time, and the
traverse jurors Thursday morning.
Ralph M. Holmes, son of Mr. and Mrs.
H. R. Holmes of Ellsworth, who went to
Ayer, Mass., with the first contingent of
drafted men from Penobscot county, has
beep transferred to the serological service

annual

nose

conservation campaign is to be
home to the people of Hancock county in the week beginning Sunday, Oct. 21.
Hoy C. Haines of Ellsworth, chairman,
and Mrs. J. M. Milliken of Bar Harbor,
The food

brought right

J. Aley ot the Univer-

G

mail

The October term of

will

crossed the

soon

sailing qualities

her

breeze for the

Bar

second

and

owned her.

which
The Ellsworth barber shops,
have been keeping open Tuesday, Wednesday and Friday evenings during the
until fursummer until 9 o’clock, will
ther notice close those
evenings at 8
o’clock.

seaton

J. F. STUDER
Public Oar

qualities,

Tiger, and rapidly increased its lead,
reaching the finish line five minutes ahead
of the Baker boat.
Fulton J. Kerman’s
yacht Elemah went over the course,

also the

Hancock

#

Organization for Hustling Campaign
In Hancock County.

was

C eltw^oJe, .ur Mux we
UauM...
Ecstasy
Trio
Reading, Miss Coombs
Strauss.Iutermezzo
Trio

tbe

this issue

Hancock

TtlaplMM 124

challenger for another
triangular—a ruu
miles across the bay, a reach of about a
mile down the bay, and a beat home.
On
the run across the bay tbe Tiger gradually
drew ahead of the Signet, and at the first
buoy was leading by a minute. On the
reach to the second turn, the Tiger increased this lead half a minute.
But in
the beat to windward, the Signet proved
her

for this afternoon

canning club of Ellsworth Fails.
race.
Tbe
Following is the program for tbe musof about 2% icals Friday evening by Miss Marianne

Charles W.

time-table

Maine

1

tested

{

a

place.

Mine

the

meeting

held at

this

of the farm

schedule at the head of local column.

Main*

Now Is Your Opportunity

*° errata

27,

bureau
On

county seed

''"e are doing this to reduce stocK.
If you want a
good bargain, send at Send In your orders for Spiing Delivonce.
Write for catalogue and circuery.

Stanwood's

Higgins.
the annual

buried lee rails and

the

was

Ellsworth this week—a carload
from
the
orchard
of
H.
Fremont
Maddocka, sent to Springfield, Mass.

made from

Oct.

sloop Signet and
Baker’f sloop Tiger met in a
race
Mouday, ia a rattling
Mathews’

course wn

of

and

.tiMil-

.in

of

B.

Strawberry Plants and
Raspberry Bushes
popular

R.

of
the force.

breeze that

who has

MUSIC

lug

lo

The race in light airs and
rope-yarn.
calm last week left the merits of these two
yachts in some doubt, and Dr. Baker was

Mrs. E. E.

FIRE AND AUTOMOBILE INSURANCE

he

»u^piy clerk

in

served after the work.

A handsome

C. C. BURRILL

ittM.v

I
Monday.
Rev. R.
Bellatty, Miss Minnie Dr. E. H.
Miss Marion Wyman were
challenge

chapter, O. E. 8., Friday evening.
Work ou two candidates. Refreshments
be

greatly
«t»rk in (he Eiis*««rin oilio.-,

lU'CL'v-itHte

next

Irene
will

Wa*-»iogi<Mi.

ceucit 1

north side

Plain print-* 1 butter paper, blank for name, pound size, 35 cents a Hodgains and
p-uid. Orders (or four pounds or more sent postpaid; under four jrneets of Mr. and Mrs. C. J. Murch
Franklin one day last week.
t's add sc a pound for postage.
There will be a regular meeting

To-

Rev. H. W. Webb and Mrs. R. Si.
Uoogins, Bucksport; Henry A. Saunders
sity of Maine.
and Miss Emm* Osgood, biuemh; C*tpt.
The play, “Bachelor’s Hall,” scheduled O. W. Foss and Mrs. Clara F.
Johnson,
to be given this evening by a local cast, Hancock; Boyd A. Blaisdell, Franklin;
i
has been postponed owing to the illness Mrs. Rubie J.
Winter
Tracy,
Harbor;
of one of the cast. The hall will be open, Carroll J.
Dunn, Goulds boro; Mrs. Byron.
however, and some entertainment will be Carpenter, Southwest Harbor,
provided.
j Chairmen and vice-chairmen for locali
To-morrow there will be another dinner I committee* in each town will be apat noon, and an address in the afternoon ! pointed this
week, these to choose their
by Secretary Hosmer of the Bar Harbor own local committees,
|
Y. M. C. A.
Every one of the 9,620 families in HanThursday evening the B. E. N. trio of cock
county will be solicited to sign the
Bangor, with Miss Uooinbs, reader, will 1
pledge cards, pledging themselves to
present the follow ing program:
1
carry out the directions and advice of
Hartmann.Boudedans the national food
administrator sj far
Trio
their circums'.a- ce* wil:: permit. Tms
Reading, MU* *
iJ purely, vojjiti you ih^.r part;
(Jraijiger..y.o,u;.iai *ouk
"
l he no compn* Ion or dictation, but
T
President Robert

Charles A.

Ii-st 'jimlltv Red Lk>u water-proof and grease-proof vegetable parch
m-»t paper, printed with especially-made butter paper ink to coaply
with new law. There is cheaper paper on the m irket; Done better.

FOOD CONSKRVATION.

good cause.
The tbree-days’ lair of the Methodist
The Floyd house at Dollsrdtown, West
society opened at noon to-day, with a
was
fire
last
damaged
Ellsworth,
by
dinner. The hall is attractive with the
Friday foreaoon. The fire started about usual booths, and a fine agricultural disia
the
of
ell
the
and
thechimney
upper part
play, in competition for the |25 offered in
burned oat through the roof, sparks also
prizes.
setting Are to the roof of the main house
Lectures on agricultural topics will be
in one place. Prompt response of men
given each afternoon, adding to the eduof the neighborhood to telephone call
cational value of the exhibition.
The

ment,

Alexander left

club is open to

and

at

their

The

join. This club is not
opposition to the Red Cross, Three Days* Exhibition Opened
ready to help in that great
Day At Hancock Hall.

working in

livery.

Ella worth for the winter.

The American Office

comfortable.

front

all who wish to

1918

William F. Royal entered the hosBangor last Monday for treat-

Mrs

pital

a

within the past week.
Mrs. Luther Leach, who has spent the
summer in Bar Harbor, has
returned to

Printed At

Paper

60-

L>. E.

success.

reader.

Dinner will be served Wednesday and Thursday, at 50 cents.
Admission to the hall
tarry fancy art idea, aprons, ice -cream, etc.
W cents.

46-

fair

7060—

Mrs. Curtis R. Foster left Friday for
Massachusetts for the winter.

•

accompanied

64—

—

W. C. Merriam and
to

Hancock Hall, Oct. 3. A and B

be
other

49
49
62—

Great English Sailor*.
The Elizabethan eru Is renowned In
English history not only for its liternure but for England’s growing power
ipon the sea, and especially for its
tardy and skilled seamen, observes a
vriter In the Washington Post. Most
lotable among these were Sir Francis
Drake and Sir Walter Ruleigh und his
lalf-brothers. Drake wus the first to
put into practice the policy of weakenng Spain by attacking her in America.
Drake It was who made the great voyEight,
ige around the earth In 1580.
pears afterward he took an important
part In the most momentous event of
the century In which he lived—the defeat of the Spanish armada. The defeat of this armada had been pronounced the opening event in the history of the United States. From that
moment North America was open tcolonisation, with little danger of hlu*
Sir Wal\.ico tif :n the Spaniards.
I'T Raleigh must ever be considered
tbe “father of English colonization on
the soil of the United States.”

night when the team, loaded,
He

stopped

and started

came

at

along.

the men, whom he recognized,
to examine the load, which

be believed to

be

meat.

moose

Warden

Crosby’s wife, who accompanied him, also
saw’

the

As

men

Mr.

and the meat.

Crosby was looking
men whipped up their

over

the

horse and
meat, the
rushed past the automobile.
Before Mr.
Crosby could crank and turn his car, they
had disappeared. He followed, but lost
track of them.
With
Warden

Cbief

Crosby

Macomber,

Warden

the follow

ing day went to
the scene, and found tracks w here a heavy
wagon bad turned out of the road into the
bushes, only a short distance from where
Warden
were

loaded
One

Crosby bad

evidences that

met

the team.

meat

had

There

been

un-

there, but it had bee a removed.

piece

of

fallen behind

moose

meat

which

bad

log bad teen overlooked,
however, and was produced m court.
Judge Mason decided that the evidence
was

not sufficient to connect the

pit ee of
discharged.
the

a

meat

men

found, and they

with
were

SUNDAY SCHOOL

EDITED BT ">D»T

/(•

Lesson I.—Fourth Quarter, For
Oct. 7, 1917.
THE INTERNATIONAL SERIES.
Taxt of tho Lesson, Ps. Ixxxv and cxxvl.
Memory Verses, Pa. Ixxxv, 10, 11.
Golden Text, Ps. cxxvi, 5—Commentary Prsparsd by Rsv. D. M. Stearns.

atJorrUBrmtnt*.

fHutual Bcnrfit Column.

Motto:

BROKEN D
IN

HtDfil”.

“Helpful and Hopeful.”

The purposes of this column are succtnc y
stated In the title and motto—it Is for the mut .hi
oeneilt, End alms to be helpful and hopefull
Being for the common good, it Is for the com
moo use—a public servant, a purveyor of In
formation and suggestion, a medium for the In
tercbange of Ideas. In this capacity It solicits

3mong

f
LTH

Woman Tells How $5 Worth
of Pmkham’s Compound
Made Her WelL

communications, and Us success depends largely
Comon the support given It In this respeck
munication* must oe olgueti, but me name of
writer will not be printed except by permission
Communications will be subject to approval or
rejection by the editor of the column, but none
will oe rejected without tcood reason. Addres*
all communications to

Lima. Ohio. “I was all broken down
in health from a displacement. One of my
lady friends came to
see me and she advised me to com-

|

Braised

■

OX-O-TONIC

uals now in proportion to our yielded
to Hfm. but nfter IPs glory shall
be seen upon Israel it will fill the whole
earth <Isa. lx. 1-3: Hah. ii. 14). The
saying “Our land shall yield her increase” (Ixxxv. 12) is a summary of
Ps. Ixvii. which tells of blessing to all
the earth through Israel, hut also turns
as wor kers with God to I Cot. iii, 6. 7.
where we learn that, however much we
may labor. God alone can give the increase.
In iesson verses 10-12 we have
four great words. Merry, Truth. Righteousness. Peace, each of which points
to Him. whether for Israel or for us. He
is the Truth. He Is our Righteousness.
He is our Peace, and in Him alone is
All meet in Him as
Mercy found
of David. 8on of God. The great thfngs
which He bas done and will do for His
people should fill us with tme laughter, and all sowing will bring good reaping If He d*»es it through us (Ps. cxxvh
ness

whose lives depend on it. How can one express pity for the starving if one's prefereme
for wheat means a death “aomewhere in
France," or indulge iu the luxury of patri*
otic pride who wouldn't do her “bit" because
it was small and a nuisance?
Yours for the clean plate,
N. E. Austin.
The column is always open to suggestions
by iu readers, and thereoy the “readers’'
of tbe column become active M. B’s. Bo
now you see, you are a member.
Thanks
for your letter, and I trust we may receive

in the proprietary medicine class.
This is the medicine which a great
many leading physicians prescribe as
the most efficient in the ireatment of
all stomach, kidney, liver and bladder
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Grangers.

This column is devoted to the Orsnge. especially to the grange* of Hancock couniy.
The column is open to all grangers for the
discussion of topics of general interest, and
for reports of grange meetings. Make letters
short and concise. Ailfcommnnications must
be signed, bat names will not be printed except by permission of the writer. All communications will be subject to approval by
the editor, but none will be rejected without

good

reason.

MAR1AV1LLR, 441.

members.
Resolved, That we extend our heartfelt
sympathy to the family, and commend them
to that Infinite that never fails.
Reeolred, That oar charter be draped for
thirty days, tbst these resolutions be spresd
upon our records, a copy be sent to the
family, a copy to the Bangor Commercial
and Ellrwobt* Annates* for publication.
Blanch* II bath,
Jennie Moore,
Olive R Rankin.
Committee.

JOHN

DORITY, 381, SULLIVAN.

pretty wedding took place Tnesday
and
; evening, Sept. IS, at the home of Mr.
Mn. Levi E. Gray, when their eldest
daughter, Fona Lea, was married to Capt.
j Willis L. Snow of North Brookaville.
The bride

is

end

The
s

third

the

generation

three

to

in

the

m

veil |

carried

wore a

one

L. R. Hlllgrove and
family have
d
borne of Mra. J.
H."\Ve»t.
Mra. Anael Higgina and
two children

into tbe

white

a

fancy
generations, and

Sht al*o

by

worn

in

wore

a

the

l>r. C. 8. I'nderhitl wea in
Portland u«i
for phyeicat
examination ,)r,or
anawaring “tb. call to the colore

present

week

'ur

Dinner partiee of late
Arthur Boyd of Boston, and Frederick ;
by M r. J \y
lx>w of Marlboro, Mass., entertained with { Blaiedell, Mra. bffle Macoraher and Mra
Carrie Hevey hare been
songs, accompanied on the piano by Mrs.
pteamng
affaire. Mrs. Browne of
Kingman.
Waahingtc., e„
• u honored guest.
Tbe preaeuta were pretty and useful.
SPEC,
Oct. 1.
j Ucl- »•
__

short

WEST BROOKLIN.
Proctor Bridge, .pent the week-end

.1

home.

Yett. C»in of Burnt ialand epent

■

tew

1HLE8FOKD.
MU* Minnie Bpurling he*
|
returned
from Nortbeaet Harbor,
where tn, u„*

j

recently.

here

FLORAL, 158, NORTH BUCK8PORT.
Nettie Page of North Sedgwick .pent
the third end fourth degrees
the week-end here.
were conferred on two os nd ids tee end s
Roy Freethy of Kocklend made a short
harvest supper was enjoyed.
P. Bridge,
vi.it with Mr. and Mr*. E.
A farewell party was given Friday evenrecently.
in
Albert
honor
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
G.
ing
B.
Sept. 24.
Washburn, who have sold their athere
this
home
and
will
leave
tractive
8VNSET.
week to reside in Bangor, where Mr.
Lewis Dyer has returned to bis home
are
Washburn has employment. Both
ic Camden.
valued members of Floral grange and a
The Olmsteds have returned to their
friends
large number of patrons and
The nail was prettily home in Brookline, Mass.
were present.
The body of Mrs. Prescott Johnson, an
with autumn
decorated
foliage and
flowers. Games and a social time filled aged woman formerly living here, was
brought hsre from Brewer last week, for
the evening. Refreshments were served.
I
burial.
Sister Washburn was presented with s

Sept. 25,

token

of

picture ns s slight
appreciation of her efficient

Madonna

secretary of the grange. Mrs.
pleasing personality has won
many friends, and she has added much
work

Sapt.

Washburn’s

Saturday evening,
the first and second

Mr. end Mr*. Edward Bpurling
apeot a
recently at Newport with their
*on
Kaymond,
accompanying
Mias
week-end
lloemer

instructed in

degrees.

At the next
con-

Lester

£.

Patrtquin

to teach.

begin meetings at 7.30 instead of
k, from now until June.

Oct. 1.

RAFT BLUSH ILL. 252.

L»n*coit, witn

son

second
can

degre

Hates.

a

were

Supper

conferred

was

on

two

served.

f-1

to

g,

ran
urn ii nil ii in
si imiEirn

Young
Saturday for !
N.
H., to visit bis brother
left

i

j

Y.

Herbert L. Black of Mrbooner
May, is at borne.
Capt. Krnest Bsbson has gone to Boston

“Now

I
Uinlerataml
It.
Mis. Williams, a- Sin A oilier 1’raise

Herbert

1

in schooner La w re nee Murdock.

Maude L. Black, who haa been in
Vork the past season, is at home.
Capt. Black's schooner, Mark Pendleton
is loading for Colon.

I

Mm.

“I

New

Knee Rest For Milk Pail.
Becoming tired of holding the milk
pail between my knees while milking.
I made a contrivance of strap Iron to
overcome this, writes a correspondent
«>f Popular Mechanics. It Is arranged
so that the milk pail will Just fit inside.

Ca.olyn

I nippy

Boyd

week to visit her sister in

(apt.

pt. 29, sixty-five members and twenty
vUito « were present. The
first and

daughter

Bept.lM.

BOCTH BR(K)KSYILLE.
S'

and

Waltham, Maas.

^ Invert tarrtrn t.

R*>che»ier,
Harry before going to Biibrica, Mas*

was

voted to

Ibeir automobile.

in

Dr. Malcolm 8tover and lamily have returned to Boston,
William O. --awtelle
and lamily to Haeerford, I*a
and Mr*.

Brooks.

460, HURRY.

be
meeting the final degrees will
ferred and refreshments served. It
8 /do

poatoBIce.

NORTH LAMOINE.

will leave this

one w *»

Mim Anne Foreytb end Ear I Craig
have
relumed to Bangor, altera week ai
Mr.
and Mr*. Olsen's.
Mr.Olaen baa entered the theological
He will upend the
seminary at Bangor.
week-end here until some one take* the

Mrs. I. N. Salisbury snd son Allen have
gone to Bar Harbor to visit relatives.
Mrs. Henry

to the social life of the community.

employed.

been

Sadie:.

20.

as

ARBUTUS,

,<*£?

Toe careroony waa performed by Hev.
Jotin Carton of the Methodist church,
Mra. Florence Shelton of
Port.mon h
teneatha canopy of autumn leaves and
N. If., who bee been the goeat
o! \
golden rod. Mrs. Walter Clement, sister Carolyn Bragdon. left for
Bangor
of tbe bride, was matron of honor and the day.
bride was given in marriage by her father, j
Mra. Flora Perkin., who la
apendir
Capt. Snow was attended by J. M. P. j tew week, with her
brother, John W
K ngvran, brother of tbe bride, of Boston, j et K
.atbrook, wee e week-end v.,,, r
l ne wedding marcb was played by Mm. her
home here.
The dining-room was
Kingman.
prt^lily I Toe reception hv the Chriatia,,
decorated, a huge wedding cake adorning
Kndeevorera to Ibt teacbera in town.
tbe table, and waa cut by the bride m tbe
,
.„ed
for Friday evening, wa,
poetpou, •. on
Fancy ices, cake and j
presence of all.
account of unfavorable weather.
coffee were served.

day*

brautiiul

Wallace Lowell returned to
Buckanort
HI. mother
pen led him for a few deyr rut.

aeminar.v Monday.

hair

it.

wear

baa return.*
rMur"«t to

H.

third end fourth degrees.

question was discussed
program given.

seed

prettily gowned

waa

ailk lanaaown and lace and
with orange blossoms and

Weekly meetings have been resumed
after vacation. Sept. 29, there wet work
in the

Mra. M. A. Browne
Waabington, D. C.

A

bride

MEMOEIAL RESOLUTIONS.

franklin.

gray-snow wedding.

comb

Whereas. Tbs angel of death has again
entered the gates of Mariaville grange. No.
441, and removed our esteemed sister. Maria
Grant, be it
Resolved, That io the death of Bister
Grant, we keenly feel that the silver cord of
our franternity has again been broken, sod
that our grange has lost another of its older

COUNTYNEWS
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prayer book.

—

We hare been speaking in recent
lessons of some of God's great circles
mence taking Lydia
The Americas,
E. Pinkham's Vegin connection with the heavenly orbs
mixwnrth. Me.
etable Compound
cf His universe and the great truths of
and to use Lydia E.
His word. Coming to the Psalms, In
rOKOKT IT.
Pink bam’s Sanative
which we shall have at least two lesIf you see a tall fellow ahead of a crowd,
Wash. I began taksons this quarter,
we find the same
A leader of men. marching fearless and proud.
thing. But in all Scripture the Lord And you know of a tale whose mere telling
ing your remedies
aloud
and took $5.00 worth
GikI of Israel, the Lord Jesus Christ,
Would cause his proud head to in anguish
and in two months
is ever the center. He is the perfect
be bowed,
was a well woman
man of Ps. 1 in contrast to the wrickIt's a pretty good plan to forget it.
ed one of the same Psalm, but each inafter three doctor* said i never would
cludes those who are theirs. He is tho If you know of a skeleton hidden away
stand up straight again. I was a midIn a closet, and guarded and kept from the
one so greatly to be praised in Ps. cl.
wife for seven years and I recommended
day
His kingdom of Ps. 11 is the same as
the Vegetable Compound to every woIn the dark; and whose showing, whose
that of Ps. cxlix. These Psalms are
man to take before birth and aftersudden display
Israel's fivefold response to the five 1
wards, and they all got along so nicely
Would cause grief and sorrow and life-long
books of the law, each book correthat it surely is a godsend to suffering
dismay,
If women wish to write to
women.
spending in some measure to each
It’s a pretty good plan to forget It.
me I will be delighted to answer them.”
book of the Pentateuch. The ending 1
darken
If you know of a thing that would
—Mr*. JENNia Mot**, 842 E.North St,
of the first four books of Psalms are t
the joy
xli. lxxii. Ixxxix, evi, and are easily 1 Of a man or a woman, a girl or a boy.
Lima, Ohio.
noted by the double “Amen** of the ! That will wipe out a smile, or in the least
Women who suffer from displacefirst three and the “Amen, Hallelujah:** I
annoy,
ments, weakness, irregularities, nerto
Or cause any brightness or gladness
of the fourth. Christ is no doubt In
cloy,
vousness, backache, or bearing-down
It's a petty good plan to forget it.
all the Psalms, as He is in all the
pains, need the tonic properties of the
roots and herbs contained in Lydia E.
Scriptures, according to His own testiPinkham’s Vegetable Compound.
Washington, d. C. Sept. 21,1917.
mony in Luke xxiv, 27, 44. Ills sufferings and Ilis glory are everywhere set
My dear Aunf Madge:
I enjoy reading the letters from members
forth, and the setting up of His kingresponse* promptly in reply to the idee
dom, with Israel as the center, at His of the M. B. column snd while I am not a yon presented so that very soon we may
I lake the liberty of sending you
member,
have sufficient hints and recipes end
coming in glory to Judge and to reign, j
I would
from au unkuwu author,
a poem
me
in regard to food economy to
present age or garnering me
like very much to know the name of the opinions
church from all the nations is a mysmelee en extra full column.
author, if any of your members would be
1 don't know as 1 am quite right, but it
tery first revealed to Paul, according
kind enough to supply it.
Mrs. T,
to Epli. ill, 1-0; Rom. xvl. 25-27; Col.
bea seemed to me that some housewives
i, 20, 27. but everywhere In all the
1 hope some of jrou will be able to give could economize in one thing or more end
book there are heart messages for evthe information asked for. 1 hope Mrs. others in another direction. Those living
ery individual believer, whether Jew T. will write us troin Washington. For in citie*, who have to purchase many
David and Asaph and
or
gentile.
wrote articles and ingredients used in cooking,
years “Bed,” now passed sway,
Moses and perhaps others whom God
have a different problem than those in the
us from tbal city.
inspired to write the Psalms saw. as
country who raise some vegetables, have
did the prophets, the future, on to the
milk
own
and
butter
The following letter was written at their
eggs,
and fruits of some kind. The **»he*iles«
coming of the kingdom, by the Holy reunion tifne but was received later:
Spirit who spoke to them and through fei. Aunt and SiUert of the M. B. C.:
days" may possibly apply to all classes.
them. They not only foresaw the near
•>o sorry
that to-day isn't pleasant, but
I am not going to enlarge on thi* subbut also the faroff fulfillments of the hope a number could be able to go. for it
ject now. 1 want the many practical
would be too bad for Aunt Msdge to get ready
purposes of God. the restoration from
Housekeepers. who have had this question
Babylon and the still future restora- and have no one come If we owned an in mind for some time, to give us th*ir
tion from all nations where they are automobile, I should have gone, for it isn't
personal expeneuces on their theories in
still scattered. Both of the Psalms of a haying day.
regard to food conservation.
A few weeks sgo we went to Bucksport,
our
lesson may easily cover both
AUNT M A DOE.
my cousin’.* folks aud mine. We hired a
events and give us many a glad word
It
mm to carry us over in an automobile.
for our own hearts.
Understanding was a pita ms nt ride and we enjoyed every
that the thanksgiving and rejoicing are
INEXPENSIVE MEATS.
minute of the day. As we came into Bucks- I
primarily that of Israel, let us as t*e- port, the Boston boat was coming up the
beef ou dot roast.
The river. We waned and saw her land her j
lievers appropriate all we can.
—Brown the meat on all surface®,
up the river. A
passengers, then start
nation shall be ret»orn suddenly and
place in closeiy covered kettle or
the iniquity of their land removed in ; gaso'ine boat was flying ar« und on the other receptacle with small quantity of
went over and
witer. and the ferry-boat
one day. when they shall look ujkhi
w ater and flavoring vegetables, such as
brought back an automobile, then carried
| onion, carrot, etc., and cook until tentlieir Messiah and receive IIin us their
one over.
God at His coming in glory (Isa. xxv.
We took dinner with our cousin and came
der. Browning the meat helps to keep
8. 9: lxvl. 5-13; Zech. Hi. 8. 9).
home by way of Toddy pond and hurry, as
In the jukes. The slow cooking iu waIt Is impossible to have real lasting there are not a > many bills. It is s pleas- ter and steam makes for tenderness.
anter
we
see
the
I
for
could
road.
tbink,
from
of
the
sins,
joy apart
forgiveness
Casserole Roast.—<A casserole may
pend and little islands on it and look over
for until that becomes our ex[»erience
t»e improvised by using a heavy earththe wrath of God Is still upon us across to North Penobscot. When we got enware dish covered with a
plate.)
this side of hurry we bad a blow-out, but in a
(lxxxv. 1-3: John iU. 30b It is the short time were
Brown round or rump of beef iu fat
on our way home again
of
believer
to
privilege
every
proclaim
Place iu
fix m a slk e of fried pork.
A friend, with his wife and daughter, called
others the forgiveness of sins on e
to
casserole with chopped carrot, turnip,
recently. I hadn't seen bun for about
through Jesus Christ because of His thirty years. Had a nice call from them, bat i
onion, celery, etc., around it. Add two
finished w« rk (Acts xiii. 38, 39) and by
should like to have seeu them longer.
cupfuls of water or stock, cover and
A tew days sgo I had a call from a friend
John i. 12. and I John ii. 12. any one
k !:» hot ovcu three hours, l asting.
can see how to become a cl:lid of G«»d ; who had been in Augusts, aud yesterday
Stew With Dumplings.—Make stew
h
another
one
work
in ;be State hospital
know
sins
Tien
I
their
and
forgbeu.
.1 pie-, es of meat atid vegetafcom si
at
at Bang<>r, mi !e rue a flying visit, and
can we sing the Song of Israel after
bles. cooking it ou stove or in fir el ess
night two happened in to lev, so you see. I
Him
make
shall
have
received
and
they
don’t get very lonesome.
cooker.
Serve with dumplings made
e'en now the words of Isa. xii our
Later —I am glad so many could go to the rens
follows: For a stew using one
own.
If
we
are
not
made
glad by union. I see that me of my friends was
very
pound of meat mix a little more than
such assurances ns that He wili never
there—G. B
G. B., wh it »s your pen name?
one»thlrd cupful of flour with one teaare
our
that
we
aud
remem Iter
sins, and
I have tried to have your old neighbor
of baking powder and a pinch
even now delivered from the wrath to
my friend join, hhe hasn't yet,
though 1 spoonfal
<>f salt; work iu a rounding teaspoonful
even g.ive her a name.
1
10)
it
come (Isa. xlili, 25:
Tliess. i.
Well, Vashti. did your sons have to go to of butter and mix with enough uiilk to
must be because we fall to believe
form a medium stiff dough. Cut into
war? I used to know me < f the boys who
for
and
what He says,
peace come
joy
went last week, snd it made me feel sad.
small pieces and cook in a buttered
If we
by believing (Rom. xv, 13).
Mine is going anon.
steamer over a kettle of boiling water
are in Christ we cannot pray the words
Truly yours.
or remove enough gravy from the stew
of lxxxv. 4-«, although as Christians
Pansy,
to expose the meat and vegetables and
salw« need mercy continually and
place the pieces of dough ou these solNobth Hancock. Sept. 20. 1917.
vation from the world, the fle^h and
id materials to cook.
DearAun Madgt :
the devil, while we wait f«»r the sal
Meat lie.—Meat plea are made most
vation to he revealed at Ills appear
I don't know tb it it i« permitted a ietd
His only t * offer a suggestion to tbe column, but satisfactorily by first cooking the meat
lug (verse 7: I IVt. i. 7. 13).
thoughts to Ilis people are always the reference to Mr. Hoover in the report of ami vegetables as for a stew. Line a
thoughts of peace (I‘s. xxix. 11; Jer„ the last riuui jn set me to w. n ienug how pan. earthenware dish or casserole with
of the “sisters” have their “food
many
j biscuit dough rolled fairly thin, put in
xxix. lii; John xiv. 27). Therefore it is
Cirds" in their window* -aud
thoughts. ! the meat, vegetables and gravy, cover
well to say always. “I will hear what
One reason that there are i.ot more seems to
with dough and bake In a hot oven.
God the Lord will speak** (Ixxxv. 8).
be the commendable hesitation one has to
J Meat Turnovers.—Place any chopped
Lesson verse 0 reminds us that the sign tirst and And out afterw tr.is. s o 1 think
Lord is nigh unto all who call uj»on that no more “helpful aud hopeful" thing i rooked meat available on circles of biscould be undertakeu by tbe columu at this , cuit dough about the size of a saucer.
Him in truth and that salvatiou In
eludes all kinds of deliverances that we time thau to give one is»ue over to a state* Fold the dough over the meat, crimp
meat of tbe
program of the L’uited States] the edges and bake in a hot oven.
may need, besides tlip salvation of our
food udmiU8tr.itloo.
Vegetables may be combined with tho
souls now and our bodies at His coin1
Printing the list of foods to be used with
ing again t I*s. cxlv. 1*; lxviii, 20, R. economy mat is giveu on the “name card." meat filling ns desired, and the whole
j may be served *r<th gravv
V.). The saying that “glory may dwell
at tbe top of the columu perhap*. asking
in our land” we < annot appropriate, each reader for one recipe iu line with food,
iUrjiTtunaiu*.
for it is wholly for Israel. The church, soring, aud “deleting" (base which rnigt t
the believers of this age, have no land, tempt a weak sister to stray towards the
fl
iur
barrel
aud
butter
bowl.
for we are gathered out of all binds,
If the Scotch can thrive on oatmeal, the
strangers here, citizens of heaven. Ini'
Irish on potatoes the American Indian ou
We shall own the world after our mar
maize aud the Hiudu, Chinese and Japanese
riage to the Lamb, just as Ruth «-:me ou rice, surely the American people who
The Life Guard Remedy has been
into possession of the field In which she
have uccess to all these and more, cau worry
had gleaned before her marriage to along for a year or tw and send some o! the awarded the Blue Ribbon at the M tine
lion2. H:s glory will fill us as Individ- more readily shipped wheat flour to those State Fair recently held at Lewiston,

the
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noise
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every little
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hospital,”

Toe l«M3 i*v *f»t* I« .d in
Wylie Newman and wife retained to
l would h«ve m sour, *cld t«-r
Massachusetts Saturday, after visiting j
burning f»rii««tion in my *t
here.
Oct.

-nd.
IVi!«e

her

applet tie wai p-mf. bu*
how ftttle I nM* I wool I b-

vUitm.'

wo

*

"Uv

pec».

eing

roe
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story

day.
Mrs. Eva

a

believable the number of men an !
who praise Tanlac,’* said Mr-.
Wil' ami, of 28 Illrh *lr»-1. P

P

NORTH

of so many p
Heine. It »«

heard

never

benefited by

street

car-

frantic.

I

p* <»rly and only rarely got
I began lo !o*e weight end

very
<l re*t.

r*
s;r»

til*

n

i

w b
worried. So many people t" d me to
E. Bartlett, Fred Bean, J. I’. Small
take Tanlac that I decided I ou.t t t > try
and E. E. Hammond spent a few day* i
it even if I didn't have any faith tn it.
recently in East D x nout and at t e
dirt.
**I began to mend almost fr
>iouroe lair.
utily
My apptlite is good and l can eat
1’H-iBK
Sept. 24.
wabout suffering afterward. I f*i- -l -^p

M.

Miigu/.lne hikI llook Notes.
“If there is one mode more striking
than

IT.A VI E

FOR

PAIL.

the« urved straps supporting the weight
of the pall « n the knees. Tbe holder
may l>e mad of wood, with the possible exception of the curved arms,
which should lx' made of pieces of Iron
one-eighth of an luch thb k and about
two im ho* wide. The circular frame
can
l* made adjustable to various
palls by bolts set In holes In the bands.

another for tbe coming winter,”
in an exclusive
say* Madame Paqum
article cabled from Paris especially for the
October issue
the

separate
its

of greater convenience In handling the crop. As a tlve year average
the four Inch spacing has yielded
s' out two tons of green corn per acre
more than the thinner planting,
but
the s'alks arc often so slender that
they fall easily in storms and are difficult to hardest when so crowded.

Harper'* Anar,

co#t

“it

i*

manteau -the

long
of many purposes, which by

simplicity,

carries

with

it

a

certain

distinction significant of tbe pretty
French phrase, le Manteau Royal.
With
rare exceptions rtus manteau baa
replaced
tbe tailored suit.
The great coarturier*
of Pari# in this have thought alike, and
and have made charming not only the
toner

manteeu

Growing Silago Corn.
Although planting corn four Inches
apart in the row for IHlage has given
the greater yields, the Ohio agricultural experiment station recommends
■juicing ttie plants ten Inches apart be-

of

of tbe dreaa

use

under

itself,

but

frocks to

be

almost

as

soon

as

my

the

bead

<»t
don’t mind m i*
Now I realize why so many p« i-n*
urged me tv take Tanlac, no* l
others to
Ibis
wonderful
try

pillow

and

sll,

l

have
urgenew

medicine.”

Tania** is being specially introduced to
K.lsworth by E. O. Moore: in West
Franklin, S. ». bcauimon; North .**••
H. Robinson; Hancock, Pam la Grange
Store, and there is a Tanlac agent in every
Maine tow n.
DB
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The

day of harsh physics Is gone. People
mild, easy laxatives. Doan's Begulets
satisfied th« u*and*. 80c at all drug
stores
Artrt.

br phtn
ommanScd
draw

want

Sold by
60c., or Kcnj

have

*'*

<

Ofc.Propa., Adaa*

—

■'

cause

troubles.

OX-O TOXIC is based on Oxygen, !
Symmetry Deliberately Lacking.
Xature’s Own Remedy, and has no j
The Church of St. Basil, In the
drugs or excess alcohol to buoy you up Kremlin, on Kremlin hill, in Moscow.
for the time being, but has a lasting Russia, is perhaps the only building

In the world constructed with a careeffect for good.
We ask you to give us a chance to | ful view to avoiding all symmetry In
color or form.
prove the statements we make a- to
Cat this Oat—tt Is Worth Money
of OX-O-TOXIC. I
DON’T MISS THIS. Cut out this slip, the curative powers
Prompt Action Avert* Trouble
enclose- witn&cand n.ait it to Foley & Co
This me-icine can be secured at your! Sluggish bowel* Indirectly cauee much
2rS5 Sheffield
Ave
Chicago. III., writing
•icktiene. A constipated condition not only
y» ur name and address
early. You win druggist or can l>e shipped direct, or poison* the blood
stream, bu. quickly affects
icceive in return a Win package containing
circulars and testimonials of the high- tbe liver and other orgnue. causing biliousness
Foiey’s Honey and Tar Compound, for
sick headache, sour stomach, bloating, etc.,
cough*, colon aim creep; Foley Kidney Pills, est character sent upon your lequcst. Foley Cathartic Tabieta are mild in action,
for pain in si.:** aud back, rheumatism. |
yet cleanse thoroughly, with no nausea, and
backache, kidney and bladder ailments; and
I\ ce: d or., 50c. Id-ox., gl.
effects. They keen tbe
no costive after
Foley Cttinartic Tablet*, a who;e*ome and
newels regular, stomach sweet and liver
I active.
thor* ughiy
cieanau g
cathartic for con*
Made by OX O TOXIC CO., Inc.
Stout persons welcome the comfort1
oiliou»ne*».
beanacbe
and
M.patiou
siuggish
so e light, free feeling they bring.—Moore's
1
bowels.—Moote’s Drug store.
I
Boston, Mass.
Drug Store.

CLARION VARIETY

EXTENSIVE

including RANGES. COOK STOVES.
HEATING STOVES of all kinds, both for
wood and far coaL

CLARION QUALITY IN
EVERY SINGLE ONE
a quality that is time-tested and approved by
thousands of MAINE families.
/
Clarion service has always been ri^Kt service.

Ask the Clarion dealer to show you

WOOD & BISHOP CO.

£

«t.

“f-1

Bangor, Maine

Sold by J. P. ELDRIDGE, ELLSWORTH. Me.

ITALIAN LEADER
SREAT GENERAL

FRUIT JUICE

Intimate Sketch

JHEDICINE

From Tho
juices Of AppUs, OrtniM, Fi#s And
l«

•fruit-»-tiv#s"

Prunes; With Tonic*.

wonderfxIecoro

of a
WONDERFUL REMEDY

Sufferers In England
And Canada Owe Their Recovery
To "Fruit-a-tivo*”.

Thousands Of

Offices and fruit tablet works are in
active operation at Ogdeniburg, New
York from which
druggists and

point

general store* are being supplied.
"FRUIT-A-TIVES" is the only
medicine in the world made from fruit
physician in
juices. An English
Ottawa discovered a process whereby
fruit juices may be combined in such
way that the natural medicinal profruit* arc many times

perties of

Increased.

"Fruit-a-tives" bat many times
proved its value in cases of Stomach,
Liver and Kidney Trouble—in Rheu*
malitrn, Headaches, and Neuralgia—
in
in Dyspepsia and Constipation
Nervousness, general weakness and
—

£lin Diseases,
"
Fruit-*-tivea'* Is sold by dealers
st 50c. a box, 6 for la.jo, trial aim
s;c. or sent postpaid on receipt of
mice by Fruit-a-tires Limited,

Ogdensburg, New>York1_________

COUNTY

NEWS

BLUB HILL.
AUGUST’S DAUGHTERS.
At the clow df

a

of

follows:
“Father Time" had a dozen fair daughters,
And to each he made a bequestAo equal share of bis kingdom.
To be ruled as each sovereign thought best.
8orae ruling was hard and exacting.
And carried much suffering, we're told:
Children's tears congealed at their coming.
Their breath made one shiver with cold.
of the other*,
They governed t&eir kingdom with tear*.
Which flowed from their eye# like river*
(This story comes down through the years).
some

And others of Father Time’s daugnters
Wore -miles on their fair, sunny faces,
While dowers sprang op in their footsteps.
And birds trilled their songs in all places.
Borne were fickle and always deceiving;
Some blustered and blew in apace;
Borne were spendthrifts—their reign

lavish;
Borne were frugal and friends

was

most

to

the

race.

The children would shout at their coming.
As fruit ihey dropped into their bauds.
Though their greetings might sometimes
be frosty.

They strove to supply all demands
daughter, more fair than the others,
Though sharing their nature in part.
Was dreamy and idle and slothful.

One

But

st

times would

arouse

with

a

start.

The hum of the bees and the locust
W'ould change at the puff of her breath
To tempests of mightiest ravings,
Bringing terror, misfortune and death.
The very artillery of heaven,
Bbe employed In her varied career,
And at tunes one adored her wild ruling,
At others they trembled with fear.
Now we uf ihe corps bring our greeting
To the offspring of this daughter rare;
For August gave birth in her flitting
To seven fair daughters, now here.
The first one, we find named Elisa,
Which means "consecrated” to be;
Then Martha comes next, "the household
rule”
And Mary, the

He Hae Molded an
Army That Drives
Austrians Out of Alps Mountains
In Hardest
Campaign of World
Conflict During Summer.
salil In the little Italian
Water town of Pnllanzn on the
border
of the I.ago Magglore,
away up toward
the Swiss Alps, where
Lombardy and
I ledmont meet, that some
years ago
a learned German with a
particular Interest In heraldry paused nt some
length before a weather-beaten crest
embossed In n quaint old-fashioned
doorway, and observed to those In his
Is

company:
“Remarkable
most
remarkahle.
The composition of this coat of arms
to
a
line
points
of fate running In the
same family from father to son, and
—

to tremendous achievements to crown
the family tree. I wouldn’t care to be

pitted against the
ily."

star

of that fam-

And he marched himself off, growl-

ing:
“Retnnrkable,

most
remarkable I”
Rut It never occurred to him to nsk the
name of the family who had once gone
through the deserted gateway, nor, at
the time, did his refleetlon strike his
Italian host as anything but a freak
of “knltur.”
Time has proved that the German
was right for once.
The star and the
oak tree and what not that had struck
his fancy so are thf crest of the Cadorna, who come from poor hut unsullied provincial nobility, with two
chief Ideals running In the family:
Kalth In God and devotion to Italy.
The present General Cnilorna's grandfather was minister to King Carlo Alberto, who led the movement for Italiuiu’[K

!lut'in e,

granted

ine consuiu-

tlon to his kingdom (then restricted to
Piedmont nnd Sardinia), abdicated In
favor of his son when he thought that
such a course of action would help the
formation of new Italy, nnd died an
exile at Oporto. General Cadoma’s father. Gen. Count Raffaele Cadorna. led
In lSfid the Itnllan advance on the
Isonzo, which was cut short by diplomatic Interference and the subsequent
granting to Austria of the Itnllan lands
beyond that same Isonzo nnd the Adriatic; an unjust and therefore unwise
move which ultimately resulted In the
war of today.
The “line of fnte running In the family from father to son” Is evident now,
when Gen. Count Luigi Cadorna takes
up the reshaping of history left unfinished by his father, as all Italy of
today takes up the strand of fate Illtwined and distorted by the unfortunate events of 1SC0.
Luigi Cadnrnn himself was horn In
Pnllanza on September 4, 1850, and
he was barely 15 years old when he
entered the military aeademy, graduating therefrom as a full-fledged lieutenant In 1870. nnd receiving hls captain’s commission In 1875 In an artillery regiment. Opportunity for experience In Infantry work was afforded
him hy his appointment as a major In
the Sixty-second Infantry regiment In
1883; hut since 18P2, when he got hls
colonelcy, he has heen identified with
the Bersagllert. the “wideawakes” of
the Italian army.
All these years were spent by him
In active study of general military
problems, ns well as of Italy’s particular characteristics In the military
line. To this day hls essay on the
Franco-German war of 1870 and hls
pamphlet about tactics and the profer
warfare
use of Infantry in legitimate
advanare consulted hy the experts to
tage. as are hls studies on the Italian
boundary lands. These he knows to

hardly
so that he
needs to resort to charts and maps for
hls plans; he has It all mapped ont In
hls head, and the facility with which
be draws from hls memory the names
and positions of Intricate pusses, vnlmule paths add roads Is nothing
ever

perfection,

to

leys,

star of the sea.”

And the name so
fittingly chosen
For one so calm and serene,

"m Busan, whose meaning, "the lily,”
W’s* bestowed
by her mother, the queen.
Then

LUIGI CADORNA'S DIG RECORD

■mi

regular meeting

James A (iar field W. K. C., recently, the
president, Mrs. Alice J. Butler, in honor
of the ladies whose birthdays occurred in
August, served delicious refreshments.
She also read an original poem, which was
much appreciated. The seven ladies were
Mrs. Bltza A. Hinckley,
Mrs. Martha
Sylvester, Mrs. Mary Mayo, Mrs. Susan
Billing-. Mrs. Almira Ralph, Mrs. Carrie
Hinckley, Miss Lucy Billings. The poem

*Twa» said of

Military Machine.

Rome.—It

••
Fruit-a-tives" is now made in the
fnited States. This will be welcome
news to thousands of people who hsve
lee n send i n g to Canad a for their suppl y
of these famous tablets, which are
made from the juices of apples,
oranges,figs and prunes.
go great has been the demand for
«■
Frull-s-tive* ” from all part* of the
t’cited State*, that the proprietor*
deemed it wise to establish a branch
right in this country.

a

of the Man Who
Has Beaten His Enemy’s

Almira, "the princess.”
And Carrie, “noble spirit,” was born;
She was one of the "twins,” then Lucy,
The other, "the herald of morn.”
came

We are pleased now to offer our greetings
To the girls of this midsummer reign,
And sincerely and
wish them

lovingly
Many bright, happy birthdays again.

abort of marvelous.
When he took command of the Tenth
regiment of the Bersagllert. he started
The Whole Neighborhood Know*
Mr*. Anno Petier, 25J6 Jefferson 8t., 8o.
"I con recommend
Omoho, Neb., writes;
Foley's Honey end Tor os o eure cure for
cured
It
my doughter
cold*.
coughs ond
of o bod cold. My neighbor. Mrs. Benson,
cured herself ond whole lomily with Foleys
neighHoney ond Tor, ond everv&ne lunar
Thle reliable
borhood apeoks highly
family remedy masters croup. It clears the
air passages and eases the gasping, strangling fight for breath.—Moore’s Drug Store.

oifc.”

StAcrtiumcnU.

Catarrhal Cough
Mr. W. a Brown. R. T. D. No. 4.
Bor 82,
Rogers villa, Tennessee,
Writes:
“I feel It my duty to repommend
Peruna to all sufferers of catarrh or
“ugh. In the year 1909, I took a

severe cate of tha la grippa. I then
took a bad cough. I had taken all
kinds of cough remedies but got no
relief. I then decided to try Peruna.
I used five
bottles. After taking five
bottles my cough stopped and my
catarrh was cured.
My average
weight was 116 and now I weigh
™H. Any one suffering with ca(srrb hi any form I will advlas them to

lake Peruna.'*

Any one
Suffering with <
Catarrh in

Any form

I wiD
Adrian them
To take
Peruna

modlTHooo who objoot to
•iaoooan proooro Poniit* TabloU.

IjjjW

161 rruaimints

'UltorrttBmm.rt

reports were not half *o good as the
work—literary, hut not razor-keen.
was
thanked
And
this journalist
(which, hy the way. In the Italian wnr
zone
slang. Is expressed by sllurate
(torpedoed), and this characteristically Latin headline was adopted: ComThe Only Sensible Method for Sueando Supreme (Supreme Command).
cesafully Treating Catarrh.
From that day on, the communlcato
Cudnrno has brought to the expectant
What la catarrh?
An inflammation of the mucous membrane 1 Itnly the daily word of her great genwhich causes a discharge.
eral and the unspoken assurance of
What causes the inflammation?
Some physicians say the pernicious activity
his faith In ultimate victory, every
of little germs or microbes that lodge in the
day made nearer and more resplendfolds and crevices of the mucous membrane.
How can catarrh be ended?
ent, for the general believes In what
the
killing
germs.
By
might be called the contagiousness of
Will medicine taken into the stomach kill

Breath hyomei
To Kill Catarrh

these germs?
I’bey may act on the blood and tone up the
system, hut it is uot believed that they can
destroy catarrh germs
How about spray and douches?
flood, as far as they go, but they do not go
far enough. No liquid can reach the lower
throat or lungs, neither can a liquid penetrate into the folds aud crevices of the membrane where germs secrete themselves.
What will reach catarrh germs?
HYOMEI, a soothing antiseptic, which you
breathe into the lungs.
How do you breathe HYOMEI?
Through a small hard rubber inhaler that
can be carried in a vest pocket.
Does HYOMEI act quickly?
Yes; results are soon noticed.
Is HYOMEI recommended for any other
diseases?
Yes; for any disease of the nasal passages
and throat where inflammation ia present.
Is it used for colds?
Yes; especially the vapor treatment, which
is often used to break
up a cold over night,
and for coughs, sore throat, croup and
asthma.
Is it guaranteed?
Yes; or your money back.
Who sells Hyomei?
Chas. E. Alexander.

It after his own mind, and
brought It out In the grand maneuvers
of 1805 In splendid form, practicing.
In fact, on the adversary forces thnt
some type of outflanking and surrounding move that works so capitally
on the Carso today.
Again, In 1011,
(he had attained his generalship then
since some years), he led In the
“grandes maneuvers,” the Blue pnrty
against the Red, with all the strategic
odds against his party, and astonished
all experts by the working out of a
capital plan first; and when this fell
through on unforeseen circumstances,
by the promptness with which he sized
up the new situation and turned It
once more to his advantage.
But nothing then seemed to point
out the magnificent heights to which
he was called. In fact, the breaking
out of the European war in 1014 still
found him a general on the list for the
command of an army In case of war.
And the Italian chief of staff was General Folllo. who, by the way, was
His
blessed with an Austrian wife.
timely death wns a good turn of fate
for Italy, for the king appointed General Cadorna to his place.
General Cadornn. It may be frankly
-fated now, found the Italian army In
practically desperate conditions of unpreparedness. The way he went to
work and reorganized and equipped
it wns as remarkable and as brilliant
an achievement as any of his most
brilliant achievements In the lighting
line; In fact. It was only the preparation of 1914 that makes victory possible In 1917.
He Is the only commnnder In the allied world that has retained his position, we might suy, kept steadily his
Job, throughout the war, without ever
breakdown
as much as a hint of a
either In the wholesale confidence that
his country, his king, his army—and
the allies—have placed In him, or In
the lively, energetic, all-around quality
of his action and command. In fact,
he seems to thrive on his work, and to
gather new strength, as the days go
and as time tests It, In the consciousness that it Is good.
His faith In God supports his faith
in victory. For he Is a deeply religious
the
man, his favorite daughter, by
way, Is a nun, and while such feeling
means a good deni to human lives that
are Intrusted to him. It helps him to
request of them all the sacrifice that
the higher Ideals may require.
It Is his firm conviction that “to
sacrifice one life wantonly Is a crime;
to use a hundred thousand If necessary Is a duty,” for the commander of
"If necessary” Is his
a nntlon at war.
condition; and ‘If necessary, let It be
done,” his slogan, just as the slogan
of the officers with heavy responsibili“When In doubt, go to Caties Is;
to work

on

dorna.”
ne

parucumr

niaraarnsui:

ui

breadth of vision and the
sweeping aside of all minor Issues, not
to speak of petty details. He Is, above
nil, practical and simple. The fundamental law of his thought is “common
sense and a remarkable clearness In
seeing things as they are"—not as he
might like them to be or as he might
object to their being.
He even has gone the length of writing that “The art of war must be governed chiefly by common sense pure
nnd simple.” And by the study of war
on this basis he has reached a deep
knowledge of the world, on the principle that “there Is everything Ip war,
from geology to the human heart.”
Given his simplicity and directness of
thought, the simplicity and directness
of his written words are consequential,
and It may fairly be said that since
the “Commentaries of Julius Caesar”
Italy had heard nothing to compare
with the splendid simplicity and the
Latin ‘line" of his war bulletins.
It Is whispered among those who
know that. In the early days of the
war, the task of drafting the dally
communique had been Intrusted to a
very brilliant Italian Journalistic officer, whose headline ran, “Gran Quarmind Is

tlere Generale" (Chief Headquarters,
or something to that effect, with obvious reference to the Germanic equivGeneral Cadoroa, after haralent).
ing firmly established his men on
the outer side of the Italian borderline and carried the war Into the land
of the enemy (a privilege which the
Italian army alone of the belligerents
has enjoyed since the beginning of the
war), turned back and saw that the

faith, and the Identification of the Ideal
with the reality In ultimate achievement.
He believes that victory, before materializing ns a fact, must be
potentially blazing ns an absolute certainty In the hearts of the soldiers
and their lenders—In fact, must descend from the leaders to the masses
ns an Irresistible, joyous flow of truth.
He believes that discipline Is the spiritual flame of victory. Never for one
Instant has he doubted the ultimate
Issue of the war; never once doubted
his own power to win, not on account of personal conceit, but because he considers himself as an agent
of necessity, an exponent of the Inevitable march of history.
His will Is Inflexible, because he
never seeks strength In the opinion of
others. On the other hnnd, he never
makes up his mind until every side
has been considered and every item
Ul

uir

cuuiriiuuu

wuinriftiicw.

that hts conclusions are drawn, and
anything that may follow finds him
unswerving. His strength lies largely
In his absolute, naive unconsciousness
of anything that might disturb It; that.
In fact, would disturb another man.
No useless anxiety In him; no nerve-

racking Impatience.
Once, away back In 1915, a mayor
of an Italian city sent word that his
constituents had an Italian flag ready
Cadorna dismissed the
for Qorltz.
subject with a whimsical smile.
I “Tell him to put It away In a drawer
for now.”
But when, about One year later, Qorltz was taken, the mayor received
this rather cryptic telegram from the
general himself:
“You may now send along that object. Cadorna.”
of
reminds
rather
Which
you
Dante’s famous answer about the egg
with salt, nt one year’s distance.
On New Year’s day of 1916, an acquaintance sent him, with good wishes,
the offering of a shaggy fur coat, nnd
the general answered accepting “the
fleece” as a good omen “for the conquest of our Ideal golden fleece,” and
ndded: “But then, you know, In Ja-
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son's time there were no barbed-wire
fences nor other Infernal devices, and
It was possible to step more lively.”
Which, by the way, Is a mighty good
hit at the closet-critics of the war.
It Is characteristic of the general
that such a gift he may accept with a
smile; but he definitely waives any
or
demonstration.
collective token
Knowing his affection for his native
place, and his regret at circumstances
having compelled his father to part
with the family homestead, it was proposed to purchase and present to him
the house by national subscription.
He stopped that, and desired the proceeds to be given to the home for mutilated soldiers and victims of the war.
Other demonstrations were similarly
thwarted, but It Is believed that ne
will not refuse to accept a sword once
owned by Garibaldi, since It Is planned
to present It to him “at the end of the
war."

Copy of Wrapper.

J
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RepairBills

Bay Stater baniahea thoughts of repairs. He
protects your house, wagon, barn or boat like a
faithful watch dog. Anything pain table is safe under
To use Bay State paint is downright
his care.

THE

economy. It goes farther—and does more as it goes—
than any other paint. Test it.
There are all kinds of Bay State Paints. Each has a
special job to do and it does it with interest. Send
for our booklet about paints. It will help you forget
there ever was a repair man. a

Wadsworth, Howland & Co., Inc., Boston, Mass.
Lav* AM —d

general proves unnt ne is "torpedoed” on the spot; If a soldier shows
the right stuff, he Is rewarded. His
constant preoccupation Is: ‘‘Find the
men who have the stuff.
With such
men as the Italians, first values must
have been developed during the war;
find them and put them up.”

Mtkm md mk CtrmUn rf Lmd to Nm EmU*d

IT a

His ruddy, genial, open countenance,
his boyish freedom of movement and
gesture. Interestingly contrasting with
the whiteness of hair and mustache;
his clear, forceful voice and the definite, resolute things that It expresses,
with a breezy sense of vitality that Is
quite refreshing to the hearer, all
come In for a share In the exceptionally attractive personality of this “gentleman warrior," who, as a young lieutenant In 1870 stood by his father and
helped him give Rome to Italy, and as
a mature lender of men may or may
not give Trieste to Rome In 1917, but
will forever stand In the eyes of Italy
and the light of the world as the true
representative of the righteous fight of
Latin civilization against the barbaric
brutality of the Huns.

Bay State Paints
FOR SALE BY
Smith Bros.Sedgwick
F. J. Higgins.Southwest.Harbor
N. A.

Stanley...Northeast

Harbor

A. C. Fern aid.Mount Desert
F. W. Lunt.West Tremont
R. B. Brown Co.Castine

Frank Stanley.lslesford
Katon & Co.Stonington

Noyes.Sullivan
& Joy.Bar Harbor
Thomas 1. Hinckley..Bluehill
F. A.

F! fie Id

Dunbar Bros.Sullivan

H.Macomber.Seal Harbor L. C. Bragdon.Franklin
W. F. «£ L. G. Stanley..Cranberry Isles P. W. Richardson & Son....McKinley
F. H. Harding.Sargentvllie
F.

Explains Corn’s Fruitfulness.
Many plant students are led to wonder how ears of corn become so well
that no vacancies occur
among the kernels, for the tassels are
so far above the silks and winds blow
freely throughout the fields. But close
observation has shown that there are
7,000 pollen grains to every ovule, and
only one Is necessary.

Especially Grown for Us—
Perfection in Canned Asparagus

polenated

Voice of Envy.
“Did I understand you to say that
Mr. Grabeoln has more money than
“No.
he knows what to do with?”
That Is merely the point of view held
by some of Mr. Grabcoln's neighbors
who think they could enjoy life a
great deal more than he does. If they
only had his money.”—New Haven

JournaL
Wasted No Time.
Girt (as she entered parlor)—“It’s
I
so long since you called on me that
was beginning to think you had forgotten me.” Young Man—“I am for
you; that’s why I’ve called.

getting

Can I have

you?”—Boston Transcript.

1

Can Hardly be
“fresh from the

distinguished
garden."

from

SUPERBA Asparagus is not the little tips,
ends—but the rich, delicious. fully matured tasty
stocks—
—

ALL THAT'S GOOD

—

Really friend you do not know asparagus at its
best until you've tried SUPERBA.
Asparagus is only one of the Famous SUPERBA
A
Canned Goods, Teas and Coffees that your
dealer carries.
rj
MILLIKEN-TOMLINSON CO.. Portland. Ms.
Distributors.

(L[a

SUBSCRIBE FOR THE AMERICAN

Che vfllsroorth American
THE SECOND LIBERTY LQAI
A

t-1

to stuped one whose apevidence of having
I would recombeen long married.
mend you to Join me In playing such

couple."
The lsdy agreed, and they at once
began to abow that outward IndlfTer-
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Ex-Senator Charles F. Johnson of
Waterville has been nominated by
Pres. Wilson as United States circuit
judge to succeed Judge Putman, re-

signed.
The country demands the expulsion
of LaFollette from the Senate. And
He should
this is too easy for him.
at least be placed under the same restraint as the I. W. W. agitators.
The food conservation campaign
will be brought home to the families
of Hancock county in the week begin-

Comstock of “the

Vigilantes.”
Americans hate above many other characteristics a reputation wltt
other nations for their staying qualth<
la
Stlck-to-lt-lve-nees
ities.
term that classes American aggressiveness. In or great industries, it
the fields of Invention, exploration,
and construction, we have won b]
stick-to-it-ive-nesi
our Indomitable
a reputation that the world expects us
to sustain.
And In this great war tor democracy, we face the hugeat undertaking of our life aa a nation. Tbs
American people from coast to coast
chimed In loyally at the first call for
funds to support their nation In its

struggle with the German autocracy.
The swamping over-subscrlptlon was
a solar-plexus blow to Prussian Ism.
It spelt unity of purpose In a great
nation, where German propagandists
bad declared unity dtd not exist.
Germany gasped—and knew then that
the American people, as a people Indivisible and strong, were In the war.
Loan was
But—the first liberty
only a beginning—was but the valiant clangor of the liberty Bell calling us to arise and defend America.
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dressed

like a gentleman
alighted from a train at a suburban
station, asked the agent when the next
train to tbe city would pass, then set
out to walk to a resilience which bore
man

evidence of
tbe winter.

having

been shut up for
went upstairs. Half an hoar later he looked
out through a window and saw a handsomely dressed woman emerging from
another country residence a few hundred yards distant. She was carrying
a suit case.
The man's face took on the expression of one who had iliscovered something Interesting. He kept his eyes
on the woman, who was upproachlng,
till she passed the bouse he was in:
then, taking up a suit case he had
packed, he went downstairs and hurried after the woman. Lifting his hat
politely, be said:
"Will you permit me to assist you
with that suit easel”
"Thauk you very much: It is very
light. Do you know when the next
train leaves for the city?"
"In ten minutes."
"In that case I shall have just time
to reach the station and buy
my
ticket.’’
two
and
The
walked on together
by
the time they reached the station had
established an acquaintance. On boarding the train the man helped the woman on to the train, and on seating herself she made room for him tiefdde her.
“I saw you leaving Mr. Lawrence's
country house,” he saUL
The woman starte4L
“I supposed Mr. Lawrence's family
In tbe city and the house was mmccu-

Entering, he

A second great loan.—presumably
three billions this time,—and then a
third, a fourth, and more will folning October 21. It means voluntary, low. They are the fuel with wMcb
patriotic self denial for the common America can win this war. And our
cause.
reputation for stlck-to-lt-lve-neae la
at stake, In the manner of our standAnother liberty loan campaign is
ing behind these loans.
on. The Hancock county committee,
It is not a matter of surging genCapt. O. W. Foss, chairman, which so erosity by Individuals. Nor Is It a
successfully conducted the last cam- proposition alone of vast subscrippaign, will again be in charge. A tions by the very wealthy. The Seclarge part of the educational work ond liberty Loan, and the third, and
necessary in the first campaign will each succeeding one must be achieved
by the consistent backing ot all the
will not have to be repeated.
The
citizens.
We, each one of us, must
people of Hancock county now know
what a liberty bond is, and are ex- face it as an Individual responsibility.
The allowance for liberty Loan snbpected to respond quickly to this call. scrlptlons should be as much an Item
of the regular family budget during
the period of the war, as la the alCOUNTY UOSSIP.
lowance, education, rent, or taxes In
S. O. Hardison of Ellsworth has in his our homes. For, without systematic,
possession just now a oane which is a rare loyal, Individual support by all the
relic as well as an heirloom in the
citizens, the war loans cannot sucHardison family. The cane is made of ceed. and we are likely to find our- pled.”
vu the
"I am Fanny Ijrwrenee,
a »ild grape vine, and was cat in Virginia
selves without the homes to budget
hesitating reply.
in the summer of 1776 by Martin Ulmer, a
for.
■■our
It matters not how great our conRevolutionary soldier. It descended to
"I needed some things and came ont
his grandson, Martin Ulmer, of the fourth tribution of loved ones, or of perto got (Lem. They're In my suit case."
generation, who was a soldier in the Civil sonal services; to every citizen of
"My case exactly. My country bouse
war, and was presented by him to his the United States there Is this othIs shut up. and we're all In the city.
oldest grandson, John Martin Hardison,
er duty which must be faced.
Let
1 needed some things and came out for
in 1901. The present owner is a son of S. us
plan now, therefore, to meet our them.”
O. Hardison, who just now baa the cane.
obligation In War Loan No. 3. We
“And they’re In your suit case?"
Attached to the cane is a brass plate incan class the outlay under "Higher
“Yes; they are."
scribed with the history of the cane as
Life” or as “Overhead." Unless we
There was a pause In this dialogue.
above.
given
face the war loans as our Individual
It was evident the lady was 111 at
responsibilities, we are likely to see ease. Presently the man said:
ELLSWORTH PALLS.
the day when we yearn for both.
“The next station Is Cloverton. AnThe whole people of America Is called other road crosses this one there. Tm
Mrs. Fred E. Grace ia spending a few
upon to pay this systematic tax as going to leave tills train and take andays here.
called for, to the perpetuation of other on the other road."
Arthur W. Sals bury broke hit arm their
life, liberty, and pursuit of
“Why do you do that?"
his
automobile.
Tuesday cranking
"This train entere the city at the
happiness.
^
Dr. Marshall, V. D. M., wl#l hold serUnion station. The other stops at sevvices in the Infant street ichoolhouse
eral small stations before reaching the
Sunday, Oct. 7, at 2.30 p. m.
terminal, at one of which I shall
leave It"
Mrs. Charles M. Whitcomb and Mrs.
“For what purposeT'
Henry W. Conley end baby returned
“It will be more convenient for me."
Thursday from> visit in Cleveland, O.
The Second -Liberty Loan of 1*17
The lady waa silent. She seemed to
Miss Helen Flood, who is teaching at
has a new button to distinguish the be thinking.
Presently she asked her
Long pond, was home over Sunday, acbuyers of the Bond. The Govern- companion at what station he would
companied by Joseph Patterson of ment calls It a
Badge of Honor.
He said Arlington avenue.
stop.
Brewer.
In the first loan nearly a million Then, after a few questions as to the
Kev. H. W. Conley, went to Portland
of
bonds
In
New
reEngland
buyers
location of the Arlington avenue stalast week, accompanying hia son Burton
ceived buttons but there was great tion, she said that it would be a more
W. Conley, who went to Keanebunkport
delay In their delivery. The buttons convenient stopping place for her too.
to deliver a car,
to be given to buyers of the Second
The man said that perhaps she bed
Charles Tinker died Thursday of last Loan bonds have
already been ship- better leave the train there and be
week at the home of his niece, Mrs.
ped to the banks and the bond buy- would be happy to secure her a conCharles P. Smith, after a short illness,
er can get hla button when he buys
veyance. The lady thanked him and
at the age of seventy-six
years. Mr.
said she believed she would do so.
his bond.
Tinker hsd been a near invalid for many
"Would you mind,” she said after a
years. Be had lived a long time with
period evidently devoted to deliberahis niece, who had looked after his wants
tion, “when we reach the Arlington
faithfully. He leaves one sister. Miss
avenue station* getting out on the car
Nellie Tinker. The funeral was held at
platform and seeing If there Is any one
the church Sunday afternoon. Kev. H.
apparently looking for some person?"
W. Conley officiating.
“Of course I will."
The house of Eben M. Jellison was de“I suppose you will think It strange
stroyed by lire about 6 o’clock Thursday
I think I
my asking you to do so.
evening. It is believed that the house
shall hare to give you my confidence.
caught from a defective chimney, and that
I am engaged to a young man to whom
the fire had been smouldering in the el
my father objects."
Mr. JeUlson was
all the afternoon.
"I see you are going to elope with
catting wood at the door, not aware of
him.”
the fire until it was discovered by one
-Yea."
of his neighbors. The whole upper part
"But bow la It that you aspect to
of the ell was then ablaze. Nearly everymeet him at the Arlington avenue stathing was saved from the house except
tion? You did not intend to atop there
what was in the ell up stairs. The house
till I spoke of doing so myself."
is located on the Bangor road outside the
The financial requirements of the
“You don't understand. I don’t exwater limits.
Adjoining buildings were
Gorernment In carrying on the war pect to meet him there. You see, I am
wet down with water from the well and
In or- a bit nervous lest father or my brother
saved. The loss is lees than half coveted will cell tor systematic saving
der to hay bonds. Before July 1.
has learned what I am about to do
by insurance.
the Gorernment wUl require flS,- and may atop me."
"I see.
000,000,000. It must be raised either
Buafly.
by selling hands or by taxation. The
Shortly after theas travelers had left
Hancock
Lloyd Torrey bee gone to
necessity for earing to take thee* their respective country homes a lady
to work.
bonds le easily seen- Nor should living opposite the house from which
Rath Swett bee returned home from any parson be excused from the ob- Miss Lawrence emerged called up JuMachiaeport.
ligation. It la not to be a question lian Lawrence In the city on the phone
hay of choice but of necessity. The and gave him a bit of Information that
Ethel Torrey and Nina Carter
Gorernment can draft money as well produced in him a sodden activity.
returned from Bar Harbor.
When the train reached the crossing a
to as men if it has to. hut If the people
returned
Jarrii
Ura- Emelins
Tlnnds ft will not man In a striped waistcoat was standBar Harbor Sunday altar a ahcrt visit with purchase Liberty
hs4s to put taxes to the conscription ing on the platform. He was about to
her niece, Mrs. Harry Woodboard the train when he saw the couPOto*.
Oct. 1.
ple step down from It, whereupon he
scrutinised them closely and let It go
8tat* of Ohio, City of Toledo, j u
I
Lqcm County.
When they boarded
on without him.
Frank J. Cheney makes oath that beta
Closet.
Medicine
end
Towel
a train an the other road he got on,
senior partner of the firm of F. J. Cheney A
of
Toledo.
medithe
and
in
bnelnono
towel
e
for
Idea
City
Co., doing
A good
too, and took a seat In the rear of the
Coenty end State aforaaid, mod that amid
cine closet or cabinet In two bath- car they occupied. But they failed to
sum of dN« HCNDItD
flro
Is
to
wen
e
common
rooms which here
notice that he appeared to be Intonat^
dirlda the one closet space Into thirds
Aa soon aa the couple
ed in them.
GATARRAH CURB,
the
j. CHENBY.
forme
third
laterally. The upper
were seated the man turned to the
Sworn to before me amd subscribed in my
to
beck
closets,
two shallow medicine
nreneaoa, this Sth day of Daeamber, A. D.
lady and said:
back, with a mirrored door In- each
‘‘If you are trying to avoid capture
A. W. OLRASON.
<"“w
exThe other two-thirds
bathroom.
Notary Pablio.
your father it behooves you to exerby
taken
Internally
closet
Cure
la
the
Basra Catarrh
tend through the depth of
Unless some one on
cise your wits.
of
Bach
and are used for towels.
the watch for you knows you by sight
the
of
fr**'
these dlrlslons opens Into one
F. J. OBRNRY A CO., Toledo, O.
you may throw him off the track. One
bathroom^
looking for a runaway eoaplo will not

LIBERTY LOW
MORE BE HMD
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be

likely

pearance

gives

t

mce that contrasts with the behavior
of a pair of lover* or a newly married couple.
“It won't do.” said the man, “for
me to go out ahead of you on arriving
at Arlington avenue station and reconnoiter. That would give you away at
once.
We must step put unconcernedly. I'll let you carry your suit case.
Just ns If wo bad l>ecn married twenty yenrs, and go my way. leaving you
to follow me without looking back for

you."
The couple descended from the train.
The man watching them left It a moment later and. keeping them In sight,
went out after them to see them take
a cab together.
They were being driven away when the ahadower called
another cab and. getting Into It, bade
the driver follow the one that was

leaving.
"Now,

NEWS

COUNTY

Rev.

A.

H. Graham

preached

In Effect
8«pt. SO, 1917.

the

closing sermon of bis pastorate Sunday.
Bis resignation eaa accepted with much

BAR
amt

regret.

HARBOR TO
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Mrs. Emma Black is spending a week or Sutllraa..
two with her niece, Mra. Joseph Joyce.
~~~M.n.et.
She bad not seen ber>ister, Mrs. Hannah South we.i Har. I |j
J JJ.
North...t Har.
m
j»
JJ
Gilley, for fourteen years.
»*»> H.rbor.
I
J. O. Whitcomb of Syracuse, who waa Bar Harbor. too.
J

accompanied by a young man in bis em- Mt Deasrt Py
ploy, came in his car to take his wife and ;w.«k.M.sJR,
i Hancock.
a month in Maine.
who had
..

fit »>
«o
ion •«
MM.

"f5M
1“
J„

—

5“

*'

*“«
««2

spent
.**»
j Wakh'gt'n Jane II 03. ! jj
They left here for New York Thursday.
Mrs. Harley Willard of Orono, who has
spent the past month with her parents,
s
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Cook, will soon
leave a itb her children to join her hus- Holden. 1151a*
7 01^,5'' f5*J5
a
Mr. Willard la Brewer Jane... 12 lu
band in Washington.
7 34
B®otor.nr f 12 16 »5 10 f7 M •'> 10 52J
serving on the food commission.
¥ M
9 M
P M
p M
u 30
m
Wednesday evening of last week a Are Portland.nr ft 66 *0 16 *12 SO *9 23‘fj
son,

jUMraiu^l?

aS

v* IS

jSSSuii;":::fi{*ssK *52 sL
_.

j Boston via

broke out in the shed of John Gilley's I Portsmouth nr t0 SO. *4 SO
4»
Boston via.
house, starting in some unaccountable
Dover ar II
Mrs. New York.j *9 00.
manner in the bay in the loft.
12 T 12
•* j.
Lew Gilley discovered the blase and the Washington....,. r* os. rs 08
ifrith this
hoee cart quickly responded,
BANGOR TO BAR HARBOR.
and the strenuous efforts of a score of men
PMIPM
AM
PM
PM
and boys, the fire was subdued before it
Washington Iv. tl 16.
,,1,
New Yorh.
reached the mam house.
TOO.! U w
JJ
«
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’ere,” said the man playing the part of the husband, dropping
sec

...

Into a vermicular that was natural to
him.
"You ain't Miss Lawrence nohow. What d'ye want to put up a Job
Uke that for? You're the 'ousemold at
the Ijiwrences.”
Not only the summer people but the
"Ow do you know I imf asked
townspeople as well were deeply grieved
the woman, paling.
by the sudden death of Rev. Henry L
'Cause I'm the Tookera' butler, the
Griffin D. D., at the hotel Claremont
next 'ouae to the Lawrences. I've seen
Thursday, Sept. 37. Ur. Griffin had,
you in the Lawrence back yard with his wife, spent many summers here,
a-'angln' up the wash. Wot y* got In and always took a helpful interest in the
your suit case anyhow T”
Congregational church and the com“Wot's that to you!"
munity. Every season his name waa
“You and I are in for It together. found on the list of contributed sermons.
If one gets hoff 'totber gets hoS. I
Deep sympathy is felt tor the bereaved
reckon y' got some valyablee In your wife, who waa accompanied to her home
suit case, haln’t you?”
Miss
in Bangor for the funeral by
“Leckon you've got some In yours.”
Bimmonds.
”1 don't mind letttn’ you know that
Sprat.
Oct. 1.
I've got some gold plate.”
BHOOKUN.
“Well, I've got some Jewels."
“Now were glttlu' on to an underMn. J. H. Dority of Winterport la
standln'. 'Ow would Y like to git rid Waiting here.
o' your Jewels til] there's no danger of
Miaa Nettie Oott ha a gone to Waahingyou're bein’ found with 'em on you?"
ton, D. CL, for the winter.
“Like enough you want me to trust
K.J. Daria and family, of Bear*port,
'em to you."
Waited P. A. Stewart laat week.
“Well If you don’t like that, ’ow
Dr. O. H. Waterman and wife left for
would you like to take my haul?"
their home in Boeton Wedneeday.
"1 don't want It
1're got enough
Mr*. Nettie Grace of Harrington war
risk now wit boot takln' any more."
“What you goln' to do with the spar- the gueet of Mra. Lina Cunningham laat
week.
klers when you git 'em safe?"
“I don't know. Sell ’em If I can.”
Miaa Florence Hinckley ot Bluebill
"You're purty enough to wear ’em epent the week-end with Miaa Etta
none
too good for
yourself. They're
Bridge*.

you.”
This compliment put a different complexion upon the treatment by the woman of the man. She preferred to rely
upon him. as most women prefer to
rely upon a man.
“What wouiil you do with 'em If I
turned 'em over to you?" she asked
In a tone that denoted ■ disposition to

yield.
“Ob. I'd take

care at ’em till 1 coaid
’em back to you.
If you were
emugbt with 'em on you you'd git sent
up for somethin' like fire or six years,
and that wouldn't pay since you're got
a feller as Is willin’ to take the rl*k
on blsself.”
Sbe being the weaker aex. he succeeded In persuading her to cast her
burden on him. Sbe handed her salt
case to him.
The expression on bis
face aa be took It woo, to say the least,
What was pissing through
crafty.
his mind was, “Slight aa well hang
for a sheep as a lamb, sad two sheep
Is better than one.”
“When'll I get 'em back?" she asked.
A
"Let me see.
This Is Friday.
week from today yon meet, mo—do
you know the fountain In the park?"
“Yea."
well, you meet me at toe fountain
at 12 o'clock end 1*11 give 'em back to

turn

you.”
He called ou tbe driver to stop, and
she got out of the eaU.
The ghadower waa disconcerted at
this division. He could uot follow both
uf them In different directions, and,
seeing that tbe girl was without her
suit cose, he concluded the man had
it, so he directed his driver to still follow the cab. It dually brought up at
tbe entrance to an alley. The man ln.it
alighted with two suit cases and, having paid the (are, was about to enter
the alley when be felt a band on bis
shoulder and, turning, saw a man who
threw open Us coat and showed a

badge.

MAINE CENTRAL MMon

SOUTHWEST HARBOR.
primary
Him Harris, ons ol the
teachera, spent the week-end with Miaa
Cora May Pbtlltpe at Astieon.

Boston via
!
Portsmoath Iv *9 09 ... an
Boston vin
j
Dovst lv.. tl oq.
A

Portland.Iv
Iv
Bangor
Brewer Jane...
Holden.
McKsnsie*.
Phillips Lake.,
Oreen Lake....
Nicolin.
Ellsworth Pal la
Ellsworth
Wash’gt’n Jane
Franklin Read.
Hancock.
Waukeag, C Fy
Mt Deaert Fy lv
......

...

Kane returned from Napie* Saturhad charge of a cannery
tor H. L. Fortran.
where he baa

The Harare* Mom* aociety will hold ita
annual tapper and (air at Maannin hall
Wedneeday evening, Oct. Kt
Mre. Suaia Sherman, who haa been Waither daughter, Mr*. Qatar Ford, returned to Boxbury, Mere,, to-day.

ing

There will be an allrday camion of the
Bed Cm* auxiliary at the chapel next
Wedneeday. Laat Wedneeday waa da voted
to making bendharofaieM,

George Holden baa aoid hi* home to
Auatin 8tu plea, and pore baaed the cottage
at Eggemoggin inn.
They will make

Stephan Jo; was boon iron
Cmlt, for the week-end.

Otter

Harold N. Stewart at Ultli is spending
hi* vacation with his parents, Charles
Stewart and wits.

Mss, Cleaves ol Bar Harbor was a guest
last week ol Mrs. A. W. Cleaves.
Mrs. Maynard Springer and daughter
Bangor last week.

Catherine visited in

Clarence Joneaaad wile, who are spend-

ing their

vacation at

guarte last weak
wile.

Marlboro,

were

the

ol 0. i, Stewart and.

Mrs. Charles Luos, who has been visiting her sister, Mrs. Charles Stewart, left
Wednesday ter bar home in Alliance Ohio.
Mrs. Luce eras accompanied
by har
mother, Mrs, White.
Oct. 1.
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jFnnaU liflp ESantrti.
tor positions as
\\TANTED—applications
clerks In oar subscription department
▼?
from girls with s fair to good education. If
you will ne
your application is accepted,
started at i7 a week an<t will Oe raised }ost
as rapidly aud Just os high oe your work
tifies. Thera Is no salary limit with us. S'on
will, if you choose, be given a cban< e to learn
typing, stencil cutting, letter writing and
other lobs at which eatrs good pay can be
earned, and you will have s direct line of advancement open to yoa to soar of the best
positions In the establishment. Our publishing buslnsas holds a brlgni fetere for ambitious girls who-are willing to work hardand If you are ewch a girl, we hope that you
wl'l write us. We shall be pleased to send
you free our illustrated booklet “Working for
COM FORT." Tills will give you an idea of
the place, the work and the fatare it offers.
Then. If you like the pvoanects here, you can
la your application, why not write tony for this booklet lo W. If. Qabsbtt. Pub.
Inc., Dept- K. A.. A musts, Males

jus-

j

Sot

KA

OU

WOMfiH osd

girts

wasted for

best

hotels in Maine. Waitresses, chainbarmaids, kitchen, dish. hMsodry. pastry and
oll-oronad cooks. Girls for boose work Apply
at once and always lo tfsiss Bern aomct,
fit Main street*.Bangor. Me., for reliable hotel
positions.

prfp CBantiU.
/Sra

MOBS MI "MM for C 8. C.rt1
lUt l ridge Co. Light nod steady work,
and advancement. No fees. Over W gone;
all doing doe. Get In on the sail.
Apply to
L. P. Cbvbos, agent, fit Mate street. Bangor,
Ms.

their homathia winter at the inn.
Oct. L
Lra Fmawx.
NORTH HANCOCK.

a

M L HARRIS.
General Passeuger Agent.
Portland. Maine.

Friday.

E. B.

day

M

f Stops oa signal or oa notice to conductor.
Dally. Sundays Included, t Daily, except
s Diacontiuued
f Saaday only,
Sunday.
r Saturdays
after Sundays November 26.
only.
DANA C. DOUG LA 88,
General Manager.

Mr. and Mr*. Cyrene gare a reception
the etudenteof the high achoot Friday
evening.
Wilbur Smith and family, who have
apenl the aeaaonat Haven, left for BalitAlexander S> Porter, Jr-, and family
have cloaed their atMnmer home and returned to Boater*.

A

*

to

mora

M

MS 26 *i 45 Ml Of rll on
f& 80 *io 46 fl W *:«O0

lirnlttrtttBh_
ifonok or rhiicuwoRg
Hervey B. Phillips, of Medford. Coenty of Middlesex. Commonwealth of MssaarhnseMs, by bla mortgage
deed, dated December ft* MM. end recorded In
Maaoouk oonnty rsglsuy of deeds, vol. Ml.
a
page. 1M»conveyed to axe, tho undersigned,
certain low or parcel of land situated in
Marry. In the oonnty of Hancock and state of
Maiaat.ee the north.aide of the road leading
from Ellsworth to Biaehtll, and particularly
described in the deed (ran Anna H- Jarvis to
Eugene male, dated January 24. IMS. and recorded In said registry, in vol. 129, p»g« ■*».
whioh contains five thousand acres, more or
less, and fully denerlbed In said mortgage;
and whereas toe conditions of said mortgage
bane been broken* now. therefore, by reason
of the breach of the oonditions thereof. I
olnim a forecloses* of aald mortgage and
ghee this notice for that purpose.
Hoax a B. Phillips.
By Wn E. Whiting, hla attorney.
Oct. 1,1917.__

WHBBRA8

NOTICE or

FOMECLOSCKK.
V. Lindsey of Blit-

Percy
worth* oonnty of Hancock, and
WHEREAS
of Maine, by hie mortgage deed, dated March.
Mate

19M, and accorded In Hancock county registry of deads* vol. Ml, page MO. conveyed to
me, the undersigned, n certain lot or parcel
of land attested In Ellsworth on the south
line of Sterling ok Secoq# street and containing three thousand three hundred »Ulyfour foot* more or loee, and particularly described la the deed from Mary L. Burnham,
as recorded In said registry, vol. 445, p*««
and also folly described In said mortgage,

»,
SI;

”'Ow dM you get ou to It?" asked
EAST' SURRY.
tbe culprit.
"Never mind that; come with me.”
Ralph lord, who has been iU at
An hour later there was an investi- tonailitls, io oat.
gation at the police office. The two
James F. Carey is spending a fan weeks
suit cases were opened.
One waa in Massachusetts.
found to contain valuable plate, tbe
Ssmoel Upson, who has been visiting
other Jewels. Tbe police had been put
hers, has returned to Medford, Maas.
on to tbe track of tbe housemaid and
Chrl Christianson has returned from
were not looking for the bntler. However, tbe culprit explained tbe matter Qloooaster, Mass., accompanied by hia
M
of tbe double theft and bow be bad sitter.
Mia. E. E. HweTt hat returned from
come to be In possession of all the
loot Since be bad nothing to gain by Maehiaaport, accompanied by bar parents,
telling that tbe maid might be cep- C. C. Johnson and wife, who will spend
cured on a certain date at tbe park the winter with her.
fountain he did not mention the fact
Oct. 1.
Dam.
However, tbe next morning on taka
saw
an acnewspaper abe
ing up
count of the capture of tbe man who
^0T SUk.
bad become responsible for ber share
of the plunder and kept away from
Several weeks later
tbe rendexToea
a member of tbe family abe had robbed
met ber on the street and turned bar
over to a policeman.
On bar trial tbe prosecuting attorney
found it difficult to convict ber, since
no stolen property waa found in her
possession and aha was not known to
have disposed of any. Since she waa
hoasa sad sin seres a<
A
/**'•«*’
at
a besgala—G. B.
Wasson, Bast
very penitent ber former mistrees for- A lead
ronji Hws
and
set
her
she
was
free.
gave
As for tbe man who had so kindly
relieved her of tbe risk of being caught
Cal*
with tbe stolen goods, be waa given ^
for
three years
each robbery, -n-g
six years In alL

and whereas the conditions of said aortgsge
have been broken, now, therefore, by season or
the breach of the eondfcions thereof 1 claim
a foreclosure of said mortgage and gite toi*
notice fer that purpose.
Hooka B. pHU.nr*
By Wm. B. Whiting, hia attorney.
October

1,1917._

NOTICE or

rORBOOHlRE.

A. linkill ol Trenton,
or
count, ol BAocook, and Btatc
Main*, b, bar oortitc. dead. datedBeptembor 1». ifli, and rooordcd-1, Hancock county
conrepistr, of flood i. la toI. «. po*e
T,,od to mo, tbo ODdoralRaod. a ccrtain
or panel ol load, with
tb*
all
tbaraoa, aitaalad la Tnatoa alonnW. Mgiaalac oa tba «a*t*rly aid, ol tka Uooalne
road la tka aortk line ol tb* Lowi.
lot. aad baia« tka mm* lot td load
la tka daad from Own H. Dark* to M*rr
A. Marahall aad raoordsd la (aid Hancock
d*
ooaal, mUri ol daada. aad atao lull, tb*
wrlbad la aald arortfada; and wharte.
been
b.»«
ooadlUoaa oI Hid oiortdad*

TJKTHERKAB Mar,

W

jol

baildtaj*
eoajjj

dMerjted

brokoa,

Iboroforo. b,

bow,

broach ol tbo eoadltloa, tboroof, I claim
foroclooaro of all mortfad* aad I1"
aotto* lor that parpoac,
Oaomoa H. Daaai.
B, Wm. ■. Wbltlod, hl» attorney-

October |,

•

Ml,,_

SptMUfoUUM*
mpn or THANKS*
mi wtak toaxpnte oar d.mi»‘bank!it*
W tka frlaada aad Hldkbora wfco »•«
ao klad aad tkouhtfml darted tk,
aad daatk at oar AtUl* daMktar AlUa.ro
tka bnatilal Sower, not, tecludlni !>>«'•
from Hkool, flaada, aakool and bo,.
flirte* elab.
P»»«Mb.

H, acock,

aa»

Mai. Brno* W.

Ha. Bopt. M. MIT.

iMortisnnrnts

__-.

^

I-1

_

A Letter
From Washington
The Food

/

L

3

that tie could not choose a desirable

place

I

ROYAL P^D^R
CORN BREAD

RYE ROLLS

t cops rye flour
% teaspoon salt
I lerel teaspoons
\ cup milk

1 teaapeen emit
114 cupa milk
I tableepooaa ahortealof

tboroufhlr dry Ixrredleata; add milk aad malted
• bortealam; beat well: pear late well rreaead pan

■lx

and bake U ket Or ex about H mtautee.

I
Koyal Baking Powder

Vi tablespoon shortening
together, add milk and melted
8itL
drT
shortening. Knead on floured board; shape into rolls.
Put into greased pans and allow to stand in warm
place tO to tb minutes. Bake in moderate oven tb

army

draft.

NINETY MORE HANCOCK COUN.
TY MEN OFF FOR CAMP.

SPUSNDEO DEMONSTRATION

IN

ELLA-

TO-DAT BT PEOPLE OP
OP
COUNTY—LIST
HANCOCK

WORTH

MEN LBAVINO.

Elltsorlb was the scene to-day of
another demonstration by I be people ol
Hancock county in honor of the ninety
drifted men of the county who left for
cemp at Ayer. Mae*., this forenoon.
Tbe outpouring ot paopls from all over
Hancock county to-day

waa

even

larger

than that of two weeks ago, eetlmatea of
the number of people on the street and
at the station when the train paUed out

running above 10,000.
Last

evening, for

the benefit of

the

drafted men in town ovar night, there
ess a meeting at the Bijou theatre, Hancock ball having bean previously engaged.
The sixty or more drafted men bare were
escorted from tne courthouse to tbe
theetre by tbe life end drum corps. Commander Wm. Small of tbe grand army
leading, with tbe colors.
The meeting at tbs hall was called to
order

by Mayor Hagertby, the

eplrit in

these

hs bss

found

moving
demonstrations. In which
so many willing
helpers.

Emery of Bar Harbor waa introduced as tbe chairman for the craning.
Alter tbe singtng;of “America” by the
audience, Kev. R. B. Malbawa waa introduced, and delivered an eloquent and
Mining address. “The Battle Hymn of
tbe Republic” westing, and Hon. L. B.
Dsasy of Bar Harbor, chairman of tbe
district board on exemptions, waa than
introduced. Mr. Deaey never spoke in
Ellaworth with more feeling. He likened
Germany to a criminal at the bar of Justice. The evidence had aU bath presented,
and a jury composed of three-fourths the
nations of tbe world had pronounced the
Julian

verdict of

guilty.

After the einging of “The Star Spangled
Banner,” a special picture, “Tbe Heart of
Maryland,'’ waa shown.
io* parade to-day was an even mot*
ipacurular one than that ol two week*
**o. Id tbe line with the dratted men
■ere the police ol Ellsworth and Bar
Harbor, men of the naval reeerve. Bar
Harbor rifle elob, municipal officer* of
EUaworth, Eden and BuckspolT, veteran*
oithe Q. A. ft, Knights of Pythias of
EUawurtb, Canton Odd Fellows of Bar
Harbor, Ellsworth Bremen, school children end citizens, Bsr Harbor, Southwest
Harbor end Bnekaport bands and the
Clark dfe and dram corps of Ellawortb.
Tbe boys leaving
tor camp were
presented with comfort kits by tbe Bar
Harbor branch of the Rad Croat and
•■eaters helmets and wriatlata by the
ladle* of Ellsworth and Uuioock county
through the Red Croea, chocolates from
the Unitarian club, while tbe seven Ellawortb boys in tbe
company were given
Naakets and aocka by th* dub of Ellsworth ladies
recently formed to work
•opocitlly for th^/BUeworth soldier boys.

The ninety
day are:

men

who left for camp to-

« Welter H
Gray, E Holden, R 2
2708 Usrrenc* E
Kelly, McKinley
579 Boy E
Smith, Bucks port
*7 Charles R
Camber, Ellsworth
1778 Barry N..
Buckminster, Btonington
5« Harry M
Dear Isle

Beck,

Owen Young, Ellsworth Falls
Schuyler M Bumill, W Tremont
W»B®' a Ooogine, East brook
lw Jeeae N
Mill*, Southwest Harbor
w Alma
Eaton, Little Deer Itle
0r“ p Garter, Bo BluehiU
iim
yi* Harvard A PhlUlps, Ellsworth

atiitftllazmffitK

Why

hare
Pay hair

\

Hasltatei
»—

flulo Kivr.,

N

.»arl

N.

J.

§I
!

to SO minutes.

Beet War Time Reeipee
Oar red. white and blue booklet
containing additional eimilar recipee
tent free on requeet. Addret* Royal Baking Powder Company, Dept. H, 135 William Street, New York.

the

g

1
1

807 Ralph K Barter, Sunshine
810 Clarence L Leonard, Bar Harbor
878 Roy Rosa, Bar Harbor
513 Eddie L Bray, Deer Isle
1068 Forrest L Moore, Ellsworth
1313 Andrew Partridge, Hancock
652 Howard H Wilbur, Eaatbrook

1106 Wesley A Sow le, Ellsworth
1504 Edgar H Gray, Orland
1719 Christopher W Lawler, Southwest
Harbor
*
2075 Bert B Dow, Bernard
766 Joseph M Higgins, Bar Harbor
968 Earl C Clement, Ellsworth
2071 Roy W Carter, McKinley
1306 Everett L McKay, N Haqpock
1270 Uuy R Whitten, Proepect Harbor
274 Harlow J Atwood, Bucksport
305 Paul DeCourcey, Bucksport
1947 Francis I Sinclair, E Sullivan
1438 Ralph W Reynolds, Northeast Harbor 1367 James P
Banker, Northeast Harbor
1780 Lawrence L Buckminster, Stonington 1760 Allen F Walls, Southwest Harbor
71 Harry L Uillis, Bluehill
1575 Chandler Hutchins, N Penobscot
1972 Kay L Gray, Surry
1728 Harris L McLean, Southwest Harbor
1804 Herman L Weecott, S Penobscot
1573 Samuel A Hoi way, Orland
2179 Warren Philbrook, Bucksport
895 Daniel Smith, Bar Harbor
930 John L Weecott, Bar Harbor
124 Raymond W Stover, Biuehill
2061 Ralph O Benson, Bernard
1877 Horace C Stinson, Stonington
19 Oral S Palmer, Aurora
2118 Cush B Pomroy, W Tremont
1583 Elmore B Roberts, South Penobscot
866 John L Pray, W Eden
118VAIdiaH Williams, Franklin
164 Virgil N Gray, Brooklin
1378 Newell E Carter, Seal Harbor
1821 Fulton E Hart, Stonington
1989 Ellis H Saunders, Surry
1174 Reginald M Joy, Franklin
212 Charles Cousins, S Brooksville
883 Herbert L Salisbury, Bar Harbor
229 Levi J Gray, Cape Rosier
1465 Andrew U Walls, Seal Harbor
875 Walter B Robbins, Hull's Cove
1227 Lawrence A Joy, Gouldeboro
2025 Lawrence E Orcutt, Swan's Island
1777 Charles L Urimigion, Stonington
1622 Alden B Chapman, N Sedgwick
1861 Archie E Redman, Stonington
1961 Linwood C Candage, Surry
1772 Antonio Bernardi, Vitorio, Italy
1801 Milton MacGaddis, Stonington
778 Ludolph F Hodgkins, Eden
2081 Setb A Harper, Seal Cove
1837 Merrill Koowlton, Stonington
1556 Earle A Bridges, Penobscot
1717 William W Knowles, Southwest Har
436 Leslie B Scammons, Castine
617 Herbert Smith, Deer Isle
958 Charles F Campbell, Ellsworth
1908 Earl Gordon, N Sullivan
1240 Jesse S Noonan, Proepect Harbor
868 William Q Quinn, Bar Harbor
867 Forrest D Norwood, Bar Harbor
1546 Omar Carr, Lakewood
1880 John K Lee, Sedgwick
284 Joseph C Bray, Bucksport
2191 Aubrey EJordan, Waltham
91 Reuben D Hinckley, Biuehill
1850 Carl G Morey, Stonington
1011 Eugene H Qoodell, Ellsworth
1985 Ralph 8 Torrey, Surry,
352 Leland N Lord, Bucksport
1218 Jamee H Fountain, Corea
619 Roy H Snowden, Sunset
Elleworth
1119 Horace A Turner,
1561 Ralph H Clement, W Penobscot
807 Roland M Leland, Bar Harbor
1028 Harold L Hooper, Ellsworth
1688 Clifford L Cray, Sedgwick
1213 Irving D Farley, Prospect Harbor
450 Ralph A Bryant, laiealord
311 Reginald P Davis, E Bucksport
1702 Philip F M Gilley, Southwest Harbor
565 Lutber L Hardy, N Deer Isle
1
1560 Berwyn Beale, S Penobscot
1776 Leeman B Bowden, Stoningten
1662 WeUand Urindle, Sedgwick
492 Charlie H Maynard, East Holden
881 Jeremiah J Canning, Bar Harbor
920 Carl V Thnrber, Bar Harbor
1383 Arthur W Eaton, Northeast Harbor 1907 Chester W Ginn, E Sullivan
2168 Arthur E Richardson, Trenton
1B63 Charles Robbins, Stonington
1571 Merle P Batch, N Penobscot
133 Harold H Weecott, Bluehill
REPORTS FROM DISTRICT BOARD.
113 Ernest L Robertson, Hluehill
The following have been granted ex1525 Walter 8 Saunders, Orland
emption by the district board:
1272 Tburlow S Wilkinson, Goulds boro
582 Elmer H Lew, N Deer Isle
1257 Norman Shaw, Prospect Harbor
1490 Roy L Bray, Orland
871 Paul S Richards, Bar Harbor
1360 Lealie O Frost, N Maria villa
1908 Addison L Gray, Sullivan
634 Henry B Weed, Little Deer Isle
1929 Justin O Johnson, E Sullivan
WORK OP LOCAL BOARD.
1520 Frank A Pickering, Orland
The local board hae acted on a tew more
1933 Morris A Merchant, E Sullivan
cases during the pest week.
1817 Bernard J McNally, Stonington
Following is
the record of such action up to this noon :
874 Jasper Richardson, Bar Harbor
721 Harry W Fogg, Hull Cove
ACCEPTED.
1997 Andrew A Turner, Surry
636 Whitney J Weed, Deer Isle
1472 William R Wentworth, Seal Harbor
460 Charles McK Qott, Cranberry Isles
1406 John H Harkins, Hall Quarry
1096 Herman A Jordan, Ellsworth
REJECTED.
1464 Arthur H Varnum, Hall Quarry
1048 Willis C Merrimttn, Ellsworth
2261 Kay C Carter, Brookiin
1978 Alvab E Leach, Surry
1952 Harold A Whalen, E Sullivan
The following have been certified to the
49 Martin C Clark, Bluehill
district board as not appearing for exam2131 Edwin W Seavey, Bernard
ination :
1407 Stearns M Harriman, Hall Quarry
363 Frank A Power, Bucksport
1977 Willard E Kane, Sorry
388 Amos W Walters, Gloucester, Hass
1871 Vernon C Silver, Stonington
297 Arthur U Clay, Bucksport
The last two In this list were alternates,
1206 Clarence B Colwell, Prospect Harbor
Billing the places of two not reporting. 2270 Clyde OLer, W Sullivan
Clarence L. Leonard of Bar Harbor was 3111
Irving N Young, E Lamoine
appointed squad leader.
1806 Harry P Greenlaw, Stonington
NOT REPORTING.

Following is
not

a

list of those oalled but
reason given it

reporting, with the

known:
265 George W Stevens, W BrooksvUle
In V. S. transport service.
717 James Feeney, Bar Harbor
Will muster in at
In Philadelphia.

Camp Meade.
IN ORDER FOR CALL.

The following have been sent down
from the district board ss having been
accepted, and In order for call to the
colora:
1965 Clifford C Coggins, Surry
929 George L Wescott, Bar Harbor
1547 Howard V Salisbury, Lakewood
2003 Harvsrd L Young, Surry
1031 Luinan W Hatch, Ellsworth
2190 Arthur L Jordan, Waltham
2122 Herbert 8 Reed, W Tremont
873 Arthur B Richardson, Bar Harbor
2168 Frank O Cornell, Bucksport
1865 Randall F Bobbins, Stonington
2178 Foster Newcomb, Bucksport
Har
1736 Millard E Norwood, Southeast
747 John M Hagerthy, Otter Creek
896 Lewis B Smith, Bar Harbor
2045 Calvin E Stinson, Swan’s Island.
1519 Homer P Mooney, Orland
2084 Frank A Hodgdon, Center

EXEMPTION CLAIM ORANTED.
603

George H Pickering, Deer Isle

CERTIFICATES ISSUED FOR

EXAMINATION

ELSEWHERE.

Walter H Jordan, Mt Desert
240 Sherman E Haskell, S Brooksville

1414

EXEMPTION

ASKED, NOT PASSED UPON.
2206 John C Crane, Birch Harbor
1194 Oscar C Workman, Franklin
1013 Carlton W Haddocks, Ellsworth
NOT EXAMINED.

808 Lsster A Keeaer, Salisbury Cove
691 William h Cleaves, Bar Harbor
237 William E Gray, S Brooksville
344 Oran L Hutchins, Bucksport
1740 Joseph Peter, Southwest Harbor
949 Chester G Bowen, Boston
948 Delaney A Booker, Ellsworth Falls'
1283 Everett Crocker, Hancock
EAST BI.IIKHTI.I.
k Thomas F- Soeeman an East Bluehill boy,
now foreman of the New
York Air
Brake Co's, munition plant, was reoently
presented with a gold watch and chain
by the employees of the company. Mr.
Soeeman reoently passed the civil aervioe
examination aa head inspector for the
American munition plant, but the comhe la with refused to part with

pany

or a

decent bouse In which to
was a circular

Indeed, his farm
depression, and when

live.

The following recipes for Com Bread and
Rye Rolls save wheat flour
and make attractive and wholesome food for
every day when made with

1*4 cupa ecru meal
la cap dear
4 Ural teaeppoae moral Baklnr Powder
1 table#pooo lUfar

J

Among the Boers of South Africa
forty years ago Bred a farmer named
Van Wyfc He was very poor—so poor

Administrator Writea Ua:

“The use of hairing powder breads made of com and other coarse flour* instead of
patent wheat Hour :s recommended by the Conservation Division of the Food
Administration. The w. eat needed for export is thus conserved, and at the same
time healthful food for our own people is provided. The circulation of
recipes providing for these uses would be of assistance in carrying out our plans."

.—

CUT MEETING.

Tklnlm It la draft
B. T. Bowl* Succeeds F. M. Osgood
Time was whan the ambitious young
At Assessor.
nan or woman who wanted a Job In
The fell board was present at the meet- this city armed himself or herself with
ing©! tbe city government Monday even- l wad of recommendations from the
ing, Mayor Hagertby presiding.
family minister and eat oot to triumph
Before tbs board proceeded to routine aver the trials and perils of a groat
baalneea O. B. Stuart praeented claim of rlty. Or, at least they did It that way
Mre. Mary Wheeldsn for Injuries received In books, says the New York Time*.
because of allaged defective walk on Now, however, they have apparently
Water street. O. W. Tsplsy requested found n more effective way, and one
action of tbs board toward the ebangs in which Is causing more than one manulocation of poles on State street near tbs facturer or wholesaler in this city to
First National bank building, and Joseph •cratch Ms head and ponder over a
Homier complained of open drain or aawar new form of "graft.” The scheme now
near bis bouse on State and Central street.
is to come here armed with letters
The matters were acted upon by tbe froin the
largest buyers the home town
board later in tbs meeting.
or city affords, the latter generally
Rolls of accounts were passed as fol- being willing to write them In the hope
lows:
of capturing the family trade, men
Boll of aceonnts No. f.
ye my gy It la np to the victim In thfk city to
STaaar conmsaioNsa's sous.
deride whether he wants to employ
Highways. | sat SI
someone he doesn’t need or ran the
Perm sidewalks.
lit 76
risk of losing an account It la mid
Sidewalks.
118 54
that quite a few garment models are
Sewers.
gy M
getting their Jobs In this way.
Bridges.
8,472 S7
State road.
ygg 6i
ghturtistaunte
-MM*

too much rain
It was flooded and his crops
were rotted.
As for his bouse. It was
but a hut and was plastered with mud.
But Van Wyk had not always lived
thus.
Time was when he bad been
well off, and the eldest daughter, Katherine. was educated.
Katherine was a comely Dutch girl,
with blue eyes, fair complexion and
hair almost white.
Her mother did
the best she could to keep her girl well
TBACfl SKA SALAKV MOLL.
dressed and. having fabrics that slut, Common schools.
$666 66
Vigb
school.
166 66
had worn la better days, made them
666 06
over so successfully that Kate, espeGrand total..
66,009 61
cially on Sundays, made a very good
The resignation of F. H. Osgood as a
appearance.
Some distance from the Van Wyks member of tbs board of assessors belived
a
prosperous farmer named cause of removal from Ellsworth, was
Ureutner—that Is, he was considered accepted, and B. T. Sowle was unanprosperous for that region, though bis imously sleeted by ballot to DU the
farm produced ouly a fair living for vacancy.
It was voted to give Mrs. Wheeldsn
himself and his family.
He bad a
number of daughters und but one son; *Zu for tbe release of tbe eity from all
therefore be was anxious that his chil- further claim lor damages for injuries by
dren should marry with those who fall on sidewalk on Water street.
In regard to tbe sewer on Central
were well to do.
He had saved a small
street,
dowry for each of his daughters, and. tta street commissioner was instructed
to
balance
expend
as for bis son. Ilaus, he
proi>osyd to
remaining in tbe sewer
leave him bis farm. But he required fund on this drain. It is thought the
available
money
will
from any girl his boy should marry a
lay about 200 feet
of fifteen-inch pipe.
dowry equivalent to Its value.
Tbe
clerk
was
inatrncted to notify the
Unfortunately Hans met Katherine
Bar Harbor A Union River Power Co..
ut a dance at one of the neighboring
tba Western Union
Telegraph Co. and
farmhouses, and one glance at her pink
t he New England
Telephone A Telegraph
and milk face, her robin's egg eyes and
Co.
to
remove
the
four poles on State
the two hemp colored cables that hung
street near the bonk building,
from the back of her head to her an‘placing
all the wires on one large
pole to be
kles put all Ideas of his father’s plans
erected near tbe
drinking fountain at the
He danced with her
out of his head.
northwest corner ot the bank
building.
several times during the evening, and
It is understood that this arrangement
when the two separated theirs was one
has already been agreed to by the several
of those cuses wherein two young
this formal order from the
hearts rush together like a couple of companies,
city being all that is necessary.
electric sparks.
Alderman Wescotl was appointed a
When Farmer Greutner heard of his
committee of one, with power, to see
son's love affnlr he called the boy to
about the location of an electric call light
him and said:
for tbe night officer—a red globe to be
“Hans, I'm ashamed of you. What
above the center of poetofflce
placed
a
do you mean by making love to
girl
square, to be operated from tbe central
who lives In a cabin plastered with
telephone office, sDd flashed on in case
mud? You certainly can't marry her,
ot a call for tbe night officer.
for If you do 1 will give this farm to
An incident in connection with tbe Are
your sisters, and you and your mud on the
Surry road Saturday morning
but wife will have nothing to live
was brought to the attention of the board
upon."
by the mayor. The rules of the department
Hans only Irritated his father by
forbid the sending of apparatus beyond
making no reply. People with whom the water limits
except by order of the chief
we are angry cannot make us more
engineer. Saturday morning the chief
angry than by listening to wbat we
engineer was out of town, and repeated
say and giving us no word In return.
calls for the firemen to go to the Surry
Hans went away determined that
road Are were not complied with. The
nothing should separate him from the drivers .were
acting within their rules,
girl be loved, even to the surrendering but the
mayor and aldermen thought aome
of his Inheritance, but he did not seo
should be made for such
how her father could be persuaded to arrangement
The matter was referred to Algive her to one who could not support emergency.
derman Brown, as chairman of the
her. So the matter went on, as such
committee on Are department.
matters usually do. with hard feeling
Adjourned.
between Hans and his father and opposition enhancing the attachment of
the young couple. Greutner never lost
Portable Hydraulic Press.
an opportunity to sneer at the mud
A portable, but very powerful, hycabin In which his son’s beloved lived,
draulic press has been Invented for
and since the rest of the family conbending large pipes to any desired
sidered Hans would demean himself
curve without injury.
a
wife
home
of
such
a
out
by taking
were
him
they
constantly taunting
BORN.
about bis mud haired girl who lived
In a mud nlastered house.
AREY—At Bucksport, Sept 24. to Mr. and Mrs
One da; the little Van Wyk chilPercy Arey. a daughter I Ethel Beatrice |.
dren prospected the mud plastering CLARKE—At Stonington, Sept 20, to Mr. and
Mrs. Percy T Clarke, a daughter.
From
a
of
for playthings.
it that
part
MOORE—At ElUworth, Sept 17* to Mr and
out
had given way they pulled
some
Mrs Norris L Moore, a daughter [Frances
Beatrice |.
Whether they
queer looking stones.
wanted them for Jackstones or for
MARRIED.
some other childish game, they certainly wanted them and did not spare the CRAFTS—TREWORQY—At
Bangor, Sept! 29
plastering. When their father came
by Rev Charles A Moore, Miss Laura! C
Crafts ta Laurence L Treworgy, both ! of
In and saw that they had made rents
Bangor.
In the wall he rated them soundly and
CARTER—PARKER—At Ellsworth, Sept 8,
asked them why they had done so,
by Rev R B Mathews, Miss Florence Carter
to John Austin Parker, both of Bluehill.
whereupon they showed him tbe stones
COLE—LATHROP—At Harrington, Sept 26,
they had pulled out
by Rev E S Drew, Miss Alta A Cole to
DeWitt C Lathrop, both of Gouldsboro.
Farmer Von Wyk forgot tbe damage
FORD—WE8COTT—At
South Penobscot, 9ept
to the plastering in the stones.
They
29, by Q M Staples, esq. Miss Florence A
were rough and did not possess either
Ford of Sedgwick to Herman L Wescott of
South Penobscot.
the appearance or weight of common
GROSS-GRINDLE-At
North
Sedgwick,
stones.
lie studied over them a long
Sept 22, by Rev A H Oarvill, Miss Rena M
Gross of 8tonington, to Ernest L Grindte
while, then borrowed a magnifying
o| Bluehill.
glass and examined them with it care- HODGKINS-JOHNSON-At Ellsworth,
Sept
fully. Then he called his wife and
29, bv Rev B H Johnson, Miss Ethel A
Hodgkins of Hancock to Justin O Johnson
told her that tbe plastering of their
came

THE OLD RELIABLE
BLOOD BUILDER
Still retains its supremacy. People
still take Hood’s Sarsaparilla because it is an old family friend, has
proved its merit to three generations
—in purified blood, expelled humors,
restored appetite, relieved rheumatism, banished tired feelings.
It long ago became recognized as
the standard blood purifier and
It originated in a
general tonic.
Boston physician’s successful
prescription, and comprises medicinal
roots, herbs, barks and berries such
as are often prescribed for ailments
of the blood, stomach, liver and kidneys. Buy it in the same style package your mother bought it in,—same
fine appearance, same pleasant taste,
same certainty of good results.

WANTED!
In several Counties in this section,
Beal Estate and Insurance men, Town
Officials, Lawyers, Farmers and others
who own or have use of auto or good
team and will consider opeuing a
branch office for us, to write; we have
schemes to tell
no “get-rich-quick”
you about but to live men we offer

pleasant, permanent

and lucrative con-

nection with a $100,004 corporation established 1000; previous experience,
while desirable, is n< t absolutely necessary; proposition good for $3,000 to
$4,000 a year, ar.d can be conducted
Address Sew
with other business.

England Manager, Hoorn
South Bldg., Boston, Mass.

910,

Old

PLUMBING,
Hot Water

Heating, Furaact

Work and

Jobbing.
PRICES

HONEST WORK; HONEST

Twenty Years' Experience.
Personal attention to all details. Telephone
or mall orders promptly attended to.

EDWARD F. BRADY,
Me.
Grant St., Ellsworth,
Telephone 178-2.

The High Cost of Living
makes economy necessary.
Make your
fall or winter overcoat good for another
season by having it repaired by

DAVID FRIEND
Main Street,

Ellsworth

of East 8ullivan

cabin was sprinkled with diamonds.
MARTIN-MOORE-At Ellsworth. Sept 10,
The next day before the dawn had
by Rev R B Mathews, Miss Elnora J Martin
of Hancock to Ernest C Moo.e of Ellsworth
the
broken
went
to
on
he
place
hardly
SCHOPPEE—SCOTT—At Ellsworth, Oct 1, by
his farm where he had taken tbe clay
Rev P P Flanagan, Miss Bessie M Schoppee
to Walter Scott, both of Ellsworth.
to plaster bis cabin and, digging up
TOURTELOTTE-DEVOE-At Bangor, Sept
the earth, found that it was full of the
15, by Rev Ashley A Smith. Mrs Geneva A
Tourtelotte of Ellsworth to Peter V Devoe,
same kind of stones. He could not beof Bangor.
lieve his eyes. Taking one of the diamonds to an emery wheel, he ground
DIED.
one side of It and exposed a white
Then he ground different GRIFFIN— At Southwest Harbor, Sept 27,
surface.
Rev Henry L. Griffin, D D, of BaDgor, aged
I
parts of it, leaving intersecting planes,
68 years, 9 months, 26 days.
and. holding the stone up to the rising GOULD—At Hancock, Sept 22, Samuel E
Gould, aged 68 years, 1 month, 18 days.
sun, produced dashes like the rainbow.
MOBTON-At Bluehill. Sept 26, Mrs Harriet
Not long after that Farmer Greutner
E Morton, aged 84 years, 11 months, 26 days.
came over to Van Wyk to congratu- PAGE—At Bar Harbor,
Alisa
Page of
Hancock, aged 11 years.
late him on his good fortune and to
REBD—At West Tremont, Sept 24, Mrs Sarah
on
his
son
bent
being
marrysay that,
A Reed, aged 80 years.
ing Katherine, he would like to know SNELUNG-At Bluehill, Sept 25, Washington Snelling, aged 86 years, 7 months 8 days,
her.
her
father
had
for
what dowry
at 8outh Gouldsboro,
Van Wyk had heard from Katherine SARGENT—Drowned
| Oct 1, Charles W Sargent, aged 87 years.
the taunts her lover had been obliged TINCKER—At Ellsworth Falls, Sept 27,
to bear at loving a girl who lived In Charles Tincker, aged 76 years, 8 months, 6
days.
such a house, and his eyes kindled as
he said sharply:
SUbcrttecmrats,
“This mud house."
Greutner made no reply, but went
Oranlt* and
Marbla
away to tell his son that he might
Mamoriala at
marry Katherine, and Hans forced
him to admit that her humble abode
•

splendid dowry.
Van Wyk’s saucer shaped farm Is
now the site of Kimberley, one of the
great diamond mines of the world.
was a

N.W. DUNN’S

Water Street

Euswona, name
Artistic

IDmIiu, First-clu. Work, Low..
PrloM. Lib.nl dlsooost os moil order,.
;_ K. Established II.---

Ellsworth Steam Laundry

Ml KMs of lawtfnr Wort.
NAPHTHA CLEANING
floods called for and delivered
Special attention to parcel post work
H. B. ESTEY * CO.,
Street,

State

Proprietors

Ellsworth, Me

WOOLENS
Dress Materials and Ooatlnga direct from the factory.
Write for
samples and state garment planned.

PACKARD,
Camden, Me.

F. A.
Box 36

H AY WANTED NOW
OLD OR NRW.

W. J.

Phelps

Chamber of Commeroe, Boston
Bel: Beacon Trust Co.

PwtiMimil Caths.

ALICE
”

H.

IfMlALTT

SCOTT

mam

of

8MSkaL
‘t'LEBlCALT¥o*kL*°
Union Safe

Agent
Deposit * Trust Co., of Port,
and, for furnish In* Probata and Surety Bond
Agent Oliver Typewriter) typewriter aappUad
Cor. Main and Water Bta. (over Moan’s Dm
Store), Xltaworth. Ms.

“Wn’iMiWuU

aHwrtttBwtm*

VHOL MAKES
GOOD BLOOD
Many so-called remedies for

only to

in name.

i

formula.

Is tbe middle of tbe nineteenth cen
tury the Mississippi river was a thoroughfare for palatial steamboats plying between the south and the northwest.
In those days tbe western people were more prone to gamble than
now, and these steamers were used by
professional "blacklegs," who reaped
a rich harvest from confiding persons
who were enticed by various schemes

When the doctor knows

what a medicine con'tins, it ceases
to be a “patent” medicine.
T> Cod Liver and Peef Peptone*, Iron and
Manganese Peptonates, Iron and Ammonium Citrate, Lime and Soda Glycerophosphates, Cascarin.
Any doctor will tell yon that the in-

to

NEWS

CASTINE.
NORMAL SCHOOL NOTES.

The

achooi

sixty-flve

opened with
in the Special

class sud
pupils, eleven
thirty-one in the F. class.
The Y. W. C. A. gave a social in honor
of those who have just entered the school.
After the meeting of divided qnotetions,
the couples thus formed engaged in a
march. The evening was spent iu various
and ice-cream
were
games. Wafers
eerved.

The

ladies

of

the

Congregational

society gave a reception to the school
Friday afternoon. Sept. 21. The room
was tastefully decorated with
braoebee
of American
larch, goldeurod, and
nasturtiums. After meeeting the ladies
of the Thimble club, who were in the
receiving line, the

guests

keen the

served
A short en-

by

Mrs.

Sargent

and Miss Russell, songs by Dr.
E. E. Philbrook sod Madame Taylor.

The F. and Special classes were received
the borne of Principal
and Mr*.
Richardson Saturday afternoon.
The
apacious rooms of the historic Johnson
honse were made cheerful by open Area.
The time was spent pleasantly in conversation and singing.
Refreshments were
served.

at

Miss Mary L. Hastings and William D.
Hall went to Stonington Friday to speak
■t the district convention of teachers from
Stonington, Deer Isle and Isle Hant.

Sept. 24.

R.
NORTH FRANK.UN.

a

Miss Let it it William* it at home from
visit in Frankfort.

O. Butler has returned to Sorrento
after a few days here.
S.

Harry Clark and Herbert Caller have
gone to North Jay to work.
Willard Foss is expected home this
week from Bath, for a few days.
Hi*
wife and

little

son

will return

with him.

J. T. Clark, who has been visiting his
daughter, Mrs. Idia Bracey, in Bangor,
has gone to Waterville to visit another
daughter, Mrs. Bertha McPhee.

Qcf. 1.

X.

DEDHAM.
Miss Dora Dunbar of Orland is visiting
Mrs. Ella Uray.

Gray of Hsmpdem spent the
week- end with his brother, G. A. Uray.
Mrs. Jennie White of Paacadumkeag is
spending a week with her brother, Gerald
Thompson.
Alfred

Miss Helen

Cunningham

Black
are

and

Miss

school.
A daughter was born to Mr. and Mrs.
Bbirley Young Sept. 21, and a son to Mr.
and Mrs. Wilbur Moore Sept. 19.
B.
Sept. 24.
She DoMl
A girl may not let yo« Uh her, but
Qe chances are she appreciates your

Wtotlng to.—Tiger.
Worth Their Weight In Gold
No man can do his best when suffering
from backache, rheumatic pains, swollen
Joints, sore muscles or other symptoms of
Kidney trouble. B. H. Stone. MO N. 2d St.,
Reading, Pa., writes: **1 contracted a most
I gradually
severe case of kidney trouble.
grew worse and for months was unable to
attend to business. 1 began to nse Foley
Kidney Pills and soon found the pains were
and I have had to aches si ace. They
ave been worth their weight in gold to me/'
—Moor’s Drug Store.

EDne

u_

URIC ACID
TAKE THE WILLIAMS TREATMENT

50 Cent Bottle

(3a Doses)
FREE

jn»t because yon start the day worried and
tired, stiff legs aad arms and muscles, an
aehiag bead, burning aad bearing down
mImTi the back—worn out before tbs day
Udar*do not thlak yoa have to stay in ihal

ooadttion.

Be strong, well and vigorous, with nom>n
pains from stiff Joints, sore muscles, rheumatic suffering, ashing bask or kidney
disease.
of bladder trouble or
For man. farm*
notion i. raally wonderful
waakaaas,
Tboee .offerers wbo are in aad oat of bod
half a dorna ttmae a Bight will npproctat.
thereat, comfort Bad Btreagth this treatmeal

Ttta

Tha William, Treatment oonqu.n
*T*’proTe
aad bladder diseases, rhenmatiiai

kidney

Kwdp.

,

as

o

\

aad wttbomt laearrlag aay obligation.

#

promise.

Bat about the time they were ready
win tbe mau's money be became
possessed of several remarkable bands.
With tens full on aces be won a pot of
0. tbe next highest hand being full
sevens on queens.
Then be took s
large Jack pot with four deuces. Before the St Louisans were aware of
bow tbe game was going be bad taken
From this their
over $200 from them.
loss ran up to $300, and the countryman was still winning:
Tbe men who bad taken pity on the
countryman began to feel that they
bad wanned a serpent In tbelr bosWhere tbe mao's splendid bands
oms.
But
came from they cool! not divine.
be did not always need good hands to
win.
Whenever he bet high even If
be held low cards, be always overtopI>ed the others.
Soon after be sat down to play a
man who looked like one of the passengers loitered by a ad stopped to have
As It progressed
a look at tbe game.
be seemed to be mo'e and more interested In It and maintained bis position,
which was always lie hind one of the
St Louisans, never behind the countryman. Suddenly one of the former
threw down his hand, saying:
“I reckon we’ve had enough of this,
boys. I’m going to quit”
From his manner his friends were
satisfied that be had discovered something wrong, and all rose from tbe table, leaving tbe coustryman some $1.GOO winner. When they were out of
hearing of their Intended beneficiary
the ™«n who had tried enough was
asked what bad caused him to do so.
“That fellow who stood over us and
was so Interested Sa the game bad a
mirror under his coat, and when he
wished to show our opponent the hand
of any of us he would move his coat
lapel Just enough to do so. Bis success made him lsctotloua, and finally
I caught him."
It was not expected that those who
were fleeced at cards on these steamers should make any disturbance at
their loss. The fit Louisans pocketed
thetr loss and when they returned to
their homes kept tbs matter quiet
RaUtosds In time took the place of
■tasmboeta, sad with tbs change from
boat to rail came alao a change In the
publicity of gambling.

i
!
i

This is a business transaction
between two automobile
companies of probably no
more than ordinary interest
to the public but important
to you if you have thought
of buying a Chalmers for
these obvious reasons:

j
|

•

\

1. The Chalmers car will be
continued under the Chalmers name for a
period of
five years.

2. You obtain a car produced

2. Those distributors or dealers who have been successfully marketing the
Chalmers car will continue
to do so.

3. You obtain
duced by an

The

of the propand
their engineers
erty
the
current Chalmers
report
model a good car and the
Chalmers plant a wonderful

appraisers

•

The first

move we

have made

is to increase the

efficiency

of the Chalmers organization.
-e

L You obtain

in

good

a

car.

magnificently equipped plant
a

materially

a

car

pro-

organization

stren

gthc ned by

the addition of able
ecutives.
4 You obtain

a car

ex-

I

produced

by
organization materially strengthened by
an

additional financial

re-

,

sources.

The second move was to
place behind the Chalmers
; i car the resources of the Maxwell Motor Company.
-■

:

5. You obtain
a

distributor

from
dealer

car

a

or

who will have the support
of this organization.

•

i

■

In this way all three of n»
prosper in the transaction.
0

I

I

Preaid^nt and Gnrnl Manager

Maxwell Motor Company. Inc.

to

Carrie

aad an other ailments when das to axoeaelm
uric acid, ao mutter howehroale w etabbora
if yoa have ao»nr triad The William. Treat
moat, w# will glre yoa aao Mo. botti, (I
doeea) freo if yoa will oat oat thin notice aad
aoad it with your-aad add roe. to Th<

The immediate effect of this
transaction is:

obtect

attending Brewer high

FOB

An arrangement has been
effected whereby the Maxwell Motor Company has
leased for a period of five
years the properties of the
Chalmers Motor Company.

Then his would be benefactors concluded that they would ask him to play
a small game with them before sitting
down with the gambler, designing to
win his money and hand It back to
him, exacting his promise not to risk
It again to any one during the trip,
lie said that be had promised to play
with the man whose money he had
won during the morning, but bad not
promised to play with any one else
before doing so; therefore he felt that
it would be honorable for him to accept the Invitation.
As soon as the dinner dishes were
cleared away the St Louisans and the
countryman sat down at a table and
began their game. While they were
at It the gambler came along and. seeing that hls victim bad been taken
from him, berated him soundly. The
countryman excused himself on the
ground that be would give the gambler
bis revenge before the afternoon had
■Missed, and the St Louisans volunteer's! to give him up at 4 o'clock p. m.
This did not allay the gambler’s Ire,
md for a time It was feared that there
would be a fight between him and the
Missourian.
However, the gambler
finally quieted and left the party, saying that be should expect hla revenge
'rom the other at 4 o'clock.
The St Louisans did not proceed to
win the greenhorn's money all at once,
fearing to frighten him off before they
had saved it all for him. They permitted him to win several pots, then
glanced at one another the signal to
begin operations at once. They Intended to play a fair game, believing that
they could by skill accomplish their

were

with cocoa, and fancy cakes.
tertainment included dueti

play.

One morning several young men from
St Louis were standing about a table
at which sat a professional gambler
and a rawboned countryman from the
interior of Missouri.
The onlookers
were friends and had often played a
friendly gentlemen's game of poker together at ea£i other's home and prided themselves on being exceedingly
skillful thereat They noticed that tbe
gambler was purposely losing his money to the greenhorn, evidently with the
intention of drawing him on to play
for higher stakes, when he would take
all tbe cash his opponent possessed.
Presently the two were notified that
the tables must be set for dinner, and
they were obliged to cease playing, the
gambler exacting a promise that he
would he given a chance for revenge
during tbe afternoon.
The party of St Louisans knew well
that the countryman would be < leaned
out and regretted to see him made a
victim. One of them was deputed to
go to him and explain the gambler's
game. The countryman was not convinced. At any rate, he declared that
he had passed tbe word of a Missourian to give tbe man whose money
he bad won his revenge and be would

gredients of Vinol, aa named above,
will enrich the blood and banish anaemia and create strength. When the
blood is pure and rich and red, the
body is strong and robust.
You can prove this at our expense
because your money will be returned
if Vinol does not improve your health.
Alexander » Pharmacy, C. E. Alexander
Prop., Ellsworth.

COUNTY

TO THOSE WHO HAVE
THOUGHT OF BUYING
A CHALMERS CAR

_l

L.

anae-

Their mak-

afraid to prove their claims by
idling what their medicines contain.
The only way to be honest with the
people is to let them know what they
are paying for.
Here ia the Vinol
es are

I

i

Positive—Convincing Proof
mic are

j
—

■
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WEST BROOKS VILLE.

Sept. M.

Capt. Tapley’s barn-curing plant

Warren
on

Tapley
the

has

supreme

been

dratted to

court

traverse

Jury.
Walter M. Tapley ot Portland, visited
hb mother. Mrs. George H. Tapley, over

DEER

A rthnr Brett has been at home for

a

Maurice Gases and family hare gone* to
W interport, where he is principal ot the
high school.

Mias Edna Cummings ot Portland
spent two weeks recently at her lather’s
home here.

Dr. Fred S. Power* was on a bnaanaea
to Boat on raaantly.
He will return
soon to hie oflee in Foreat Hill, Maas.

Brooks I. Grindel and wife have gone ta

Woman’s lot Is a weary one at best.
But with backache and other distressing

kidney ills lite Indeed becomes a burden.
Doan’s Kidney Pills have made life
brighter for many Ellsworth women.
Band what Mrs. Woodbury says:
Mrs. W. Woodbury, Fifth St.,Ellaworth,
“Last spring I was sufleting
says:
severely from a lame and painful back.
It waa all I could do to keep on my feet
when doing my housework. 1 was diasy
and bad to grasp something for support
tor tsar of falling.
My kidneys were
irregular in action. 1 procured a supply
ot Doan’s Kldnay Pills at G. ▲. Parc bar’s
Drug Btors. After using three boxes,

are

Satisfaction

economical

even

baking

and please the Housewife

H. C. STRA TTON

E. W. Haskell and party heva bean on
aatoanoMIe trip through the White
moan tains and
to Litchfield, Cann., returning by bant Friday.
an

Mad* in

tensor

Ellsworth, Maine

Hn.
_

BOOTH BOBBY.
Mr. and Mra. George Eaeterbrook aad
Miaa Mary Kaaterbrook have returned to
Pease dab, B. L
Unaa Tate, with bar young eon aad
daughter, spent last week with her
mother, Mra. B. C. Young.
Mra. Non Young and hdr children,
Haaal and Elmar, visited bar pa rente at
North Brookarilto last weak.

Butter Paper Printed At
The American Office

Mra. Noel Kane of Barry gave a party
Thursday evening in honor of her eon
Willard and the other yonng man In town
who ban bean called to the colors.
Oot. 1.
Tnattp.
BAST FRANKLIN.

Best quality Bed Lion water-proof and
greaae-proof vegetable parchment paper, printed with
especially-made batter paper ink to comply
with new law. Than is ehespar paper on the market; none better.

Raymond Blaladell of Bates ooUaga Is
home for a vacation.
Miaa Doris Spencer of Bangor visited
at F. E. Blaiadell’a recently.

Mias Wilda Jordan, primary teacher,
I think there ia
the weak-and In Ellsworth.
remedy foe kidney trouble equal to ■pant
John D. Hardison, who baa Lean emDoan’s Kidney Pills.”
Price dOe, stall dealers. Don’t simply ployed at Halifax two yearn, b at home.
Non Banker and Miaa Marrtl Wantask tor a kidney remedy—get Doan's Kidthe same that Mrs. Woodbury worth am
teaching In Washington
ney Pills
had. Foster-Mil burn Co., Props., Buf- wnaty.
falo, H. T.
B.
Sept. M.

all the trouble left ma.

Give Perfect

trip

Sept. M.

I Bnrto

RANGES

few

deye.

Sunday.

Lowell, Maas., where they will be employed in a munition factory.
Capt. Ira Dole and wite of New Jersey,

I

wilt

Mrs. Lucy Staples ot Atlantic via bed
Dr. Small’s family <a her ret nrn trip tram
Winter Harher.

Howiort Is

KINEO

Tonaon.

was

started up last week.
Mrs. Lydia Emery, of Bangor, is visiting her sister, Mrs. Mary Wasson.
serre

and dipt Footer Strait and aoo Aldan, of
Portland, van the guests of O. L. Tapley
and wife recently.

Price, including paper and special printing:
500 sheets

no

1000

“

pound size, $2.00; half-pound size, $1.75
“

“

3.00;

“

“

2.75

Plain printed batter paper, blank for name,
pound sixe, SS cent* a
pound. Orders for four pounds or more sent postpaid; under four
pounds add 8e a pound for postage.

■---II
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An Extinguished

Mrs. Wylie F. Bayard
Port Chester, N. Y.

By OSCAR COX

Wesley

II

former

THIS to banish
all rheumatic pains
lor men led

crippled

mr,_yv».

that

lor

Ihey

that cause
lor It antagonizes the potions
irony and pain in the Jointe and muaslea,
lid quickly the torturing soreness com-

ptetly diaappeara.
harmless

and inexpensive
a
la
remedy, but sure and certain, because it is
rheumatism
baa
forced
that
onediacovery
ud sciatica io yield and disappear.
treatment
Kbeuma
Ibe
to-day,
Begin
indifyou do not get the Joyful relief you
returned.
C.
will
be
lined, vour mony
t Aleiandrr always baa a supply and
puranleea it to you.

'll

DONTNEGLEGT
YODR STOMACH
If too are not able to digest tour food, if
you lack an appetite, if your itomach Is sour,
ti«tv, upset, your tongue costed, your head
ache* and you are diiiv and have heartburn
bk iii*o*&i at
once, the first doae brings
lure, aafe at d effective relief.
Hnv now-t> day—a atxty-cent box.
For
MlratCbas r.. Alexander’s.

Regal J&ottufc
ST AT IS or StAINK.

j;
f

e

rot nth knt* or

Pbobatb Cocbt.
Exbcutob*, AdOf ADULT* AND

XtXtftTBATOBX, (U’ABDIaNS
COXSXBV ATOMS.
iSoTS—Soch notice* ’n estt'es on
beaut Deiert I*U» will bs publish'd
htredl
in the Bar Harbor Times; In
Mi»tr« in l>*er isle and Btomngton,
In the l)'e* Isle V'lirnyrr; in a*l O’her
estates id Thb Kliswobth ammmica.n.)
n«v*e# I* h*r»hr **e»n under the
l>r «»(
b
u Ido iKe pul>li> aw*
eftbr s H
Mi eof y
tb it e *o l-.vina
1 **'•’IMte * eu »i»p-.nte»1 i*»** u

PP^f.ir*

•>-

:,k

>«**»»,...
»

v

»»«*4 retails.

MpB

.1

gu,. w!....»*» ^v»*»
oV. luiac ».•«.

*•»
mu

.cr

I at* «f Peuobsc >t. In
«il cowry. deceased.
Albert P. Leach of
reno'i.o'• **> s-ud cuuuty, appointed adniinl«r»ior wi h th* will am exed of the relate
w »* d
d*-.*-/*ied; date of qualification oep
um&ert, a d iu«?
Yirj T Jacteon, late of Caatine, in s»»d
touniy. deceased.
John P. Whiling, of -aid
LUllUr, Appoint, d «i cu or of the last will
uiuineui of -*ul decca-ed; date of y,uai“CWlan Sewiember 4. A. d. 191?.
airy \
o
ins, Ute * » isstine. In said
*•■»>. dece-a* .1
Prank J Coonus, j. Wee
bosom, J Y Per kins, ail of Casiinr. in
w countv, and
C\ru« Leach and Archie
olfa ,’f PenobB ot. in said county, ap*
ex ecu tor t ot the last will ami tesia■*»» °l xaio
iiete-ee«;; date of qualification
Aa'Mt», a .1 s#i7.
!**• of Tremont. in said
a'
«aty. debased
Kben B Clark of Irecrtarly. appointed executor of
ia#i
i*»t will au testament of said
deceased; !
‘lU
st.on 8 ptember 4, a. d. 1917.
Houston, late ot Hucseport, In said
«on»? M dreeaa^d.
Lenora R. Houston of
n
county, appointed admtuth* wi 1 Bnnexed of the estate
uJfr* ®«cBBSBd; date of qualification Sep- i
A d. 19!7
,I
lBte of the city, county
im
New York, deceaaec. John P. I
lu *RW county, ap“dmiulstrator d« 6onts bob with the
lh* e,tmle ot *Bid deceased; I
IH
quallC^ljjQ September 4, a. d. 1917.
in said countv, this
ta*Mf,
■ty-elxih day of Septsmber, a. d. 1917.
Roy C. Hawn, Register.
...

*rr;*

,,„***

...

jL*

j'ifl

,*t»t^s0rh

iwi?VIU

Lr- WrJu<*,«.
RLE*1* °!
Nati?#A0,-8.,toworlh*
Sl. Ui
ImVPW
.fi. J5**®ortb,
___

,,r

Sf*A®

n
W

vOKKvLUSUBK.
H. Mayo, late of Eden.

8 ale of Maine, by
*?!fiocJ1k county.
.f^nd***1* dal®d *be first day of Jau^antT rmli l900, *nd recorded in H»u ock
ot de®df* I*00* ***• P®«* 47°*
undersigned. a certain
klftriSLlS *®ndl£*situated
in said town of
t<UB KftLof
®nd
as follows,
u*^?0D?#d on described
north aide of the
rotd
aorth iuing.f,om Eden to Trenton on the
Ktco ihi* *ot owned by the be«re of
line west
*r'y to thlPuln
t“d fallowing aaidthe
ar,^: lh*n

U«headam*H

following

upland

brook that flowa into

thence south to a birch
!£* S®Te!
said
ro®d; then

weii.,1 ?*•**<*
to lh®

had
tfid coDt.i,T

inker with
•kereaa thJ

following
first-mentioned bound,

®crea. more or leas, toD?k ten.bnildlnga
thereon; and

of said
kwabroJif coodiii«n
hack Jr ?k“ow 1b*relore, by
condition

mortgage baa
reason of the

thereof. I claim

a

Oaaca A. Plummib.
BJ P B. Harley, her aity.

—

1

BOKOL

ft

wtt* «b* on. of B1U£‘Btneud **d
,or >hoM "bo
jooro bogio!“«5",l;f?no* 2“ri“«
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daughter Dorothy, who spent the

Miss Muriel Linscott have returned
Brookline.
The Red Cross

Clarence Pinkbam, Albert Dodge and
David Marshall have gone to Boston to

town will be

work.

may
and

this week.

not, may

secure

to
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Miss Edith Butler
Northeast Harbor.

is

at

Miss Neil Doane, who h&s been visiting
T
brother. O
t-Vs, left to-day
for Boston for the winter.

|

Cherlee Cerv-r.

Mrs.

V. King has

A.

her

returned fro.n
been visiting

where she has

daughters.

School began Sept. 10; Mary Whitmore
teacher in the primary, and Iva Walls in

H.

of girls met at the home of
Bessie Noyes Sept. 21, and organized a
club, “The Yankee Girls.” President,
Bessie Noyes;
Evelyn
vice-president,
Hopkins, secretary and treasurer, Helen
Decosta; guards, Grace Ellis and Eliza
Decosta.
Lilac.
Sept. 23.
A number

\

opeued Sept. 17,

Heath, teacher.
W. D. Walls arrived
from Northeast

Harbor,

invalid since

friends here

Pa.
are

Oct. 1.
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OAK POINT.

spent tbe week-end here.

Stephen Biancbi
to-day to look after
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black

Julia Hutchings is recovering from
Her son Henry was
called home from Bar Harbor.
A. C. Williams,
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last

who

spring,
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was

Mrs.

came

serious illness.
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A. H. Grindle and
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Ladd and wife have gone to
Ellsworth, where Mr. Ladd has employEmerson

ment in the

summoned

Oct.
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From Deranged Stomach

success.

N.

Sept. 24.

For croup or sore throat, use Dr. Thomas'
Fcleciic Oil. Two sizes 30c and 60c. At all
drug stores.— Adrt.

makes you feel sick, uncomfortable, unhappy and blue, but it is often
expensive because it interferes with your ability to work and prevents you from
earning your usual salary. It is often wholly unnecessary, if you only avoid
abusing your stomach, eat proper food, take time for your meals, and rest a little
after eating. Do these things and you won’t have headaches; but if you are
suffering, take the true “L. F.” Atwood’s Medicine, to start up your liver and
bowels, or to regulate your digestion and you will find prompt relief from sick
headaches. 35 centi a bottle. Sample free. The “L. F.” Medicine Co.,

only

Portland, Maine

ALWAYS THE
SAME

<

Every gallon of SOCONY
is like every other gal-

lon, no

buy

j

matter

where you

Sign of a Reliable Dealer
and the World’s Best Gasoline

purity and
SOCONY brings
to

power,
to the motorist the

You have every opportunity. A man
Is prone to fall In love with his nurse.
1 have little doubt that by a kindly
attentlou you may bring him back to
bis former feeling for you.”
The girl stood pondering for a few
minutes, then replied:
If love Is something
"No. doetor.
that Is contained In a lump of flesh no
bigger than the top of my finger and
when the lump Is destroyed the love
I
dies I don't want any more of It
am going home, and if Alphonse falls
In love with any of the nurses hereabout I hope he will be happy with
her. As for me. I shall be better oc-

doctor.

bustion.

It pays to be particular
what goes into your tank.
Get the best—SOCONY
Motor Gasoline. The Red,
White and Blue So-CO-ny

Sign points

the way

DEALERS WHO SELL
SOCONY MOTOR GASOLINE

un-

changing uniformity so
necessary to perfect com-

horror.
"Do you mean, doctor," she said,
"that Alphonse's love for me was nothlng but a lump of flesh?"
"Naturallstlcally considered, that Is
a fact."
Cloehette was not competent to understand a distinction between the
words material and spiritual. All she
knew about tlie change In Alphonse's
love for her was that It was due to
nothing more than a little lump of
brain matter: that It had been removed
and that tbe love bad perished with It
She stood before the surgeon turning
the matter over in his mind.
"There Is no reason." said the doctor,
“why you mav not win him again.

The

it
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' not
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Mercersburg,

town

Mrs. Idella Peck of Brooklin is visiting
her sister, Mrs. Leona Blaisdell.
and

Hf»z*»I

il-**

abbrrtHrmcntg.
Miss L.

engineer at the Rockend.
George B. Heath of Calais has a position as secretary to William Mann Irvine,
head master of Mercer sburg
academy,

employed

tf

Mrs. Sarah A. Reed, who has been an
spring, died September 24.
The funeral was at tbe borne of her son,
B. B. Reed. Mrs. Reed
was
an
active
women in spite of her four*score years,
and will be greatly missed.

home from

operation.
Mr. and Mrs. George Edes of Newport,
N. H., sre visiting Mrs. Edes’ parents,
H. G. Worcester and wife.

the grammar.

**>•*

Sadie,
Reed of
last week to attend
tbe funeral of their grandmother, Mrs.
Sarah A. Reed.

Rockland, e
Bangor, were in

RayOrcuttand George Goodwin have
North Jay.
MANSET.
Mr. and Mrs. Pearl Day of Calais are
The Ocean house closed Sept. 12.
visiting Mrs. Ella Smith.
Mrs. Piper snd family hsve closed their
Mrs. Julius Darling and son of Brewer
cottage here and returned to Melrose, are spending the week here.

Lincolnville,

r-r

of

gone to

Mass.

Mrs. and Mrs. A. A. Lope us have moved
Southwest Harbor for the winter.

her

WEST FRANKLIN.

Mrs. M. F. Jude of Ellsworth who has
been visiting ber daughter, left Friday
to visit on Crsn berry Isles.
G.
Sept. 24.

with

Mrs. Eliza Rumill spent tbe week-end
with her son, L. W. Rumill.

them at ibe

place.

Oct.

Boston.

or

SEAL COVE.

ARRESTED
RHEUMATISM
!
people

r Biagg is spending the weekMiss Mira Verrili Dir at West
Tremont. Miaa Dir returnee to her home
in Germantown, Pa., this week.

end

tc

wishing to become a member,
secure application blanks trofn her,
anyone wishing materials for wor>,

members
same

in

Mrs. Osc

headquarters for this
Mrs. John Hodgkins.

with

Echo.
WEST TREMONT.

ol

Anyone

Mrs. M. A. Hanna, John D. Rockefeller,
Jr., Dr. Dunham and Mrs. Van Dyke will

School

a

summer

Mrs. Mabel Marshall has
gone to
Boston with the Rhodes family.

Anthony Hamor it visiting

Oct. 1.

Capt. Fred L. Hodgkins and Rev. W
H. Rice will attend the Baptist convention
at Presque Isle this week.
Mrs.
W.
U.
King, Mrs. Marcia
Chamberlain, Miss KatberiDe Jones and

there.

atomiamirriie.

a friendly recognition.
Nevertheless she advanced, bent over him and
kissed him. He received her caresses
with Indifference.

girl to reproach Many
suffer with lame muscles
Alphonse for having become cold to ! and stiffened joints because blood
j her. She repressed her feelings of dls- impurities have invaded the system
i appointment as well as the exuberance and caused rheumatism.
natural to her reunion with the man
To arrest rheumatism it is quite as
she loved.
Alphonse inquired al>out
to improve your general
those at home, talked to her of the ! important
health as to purify your blood, and the
hardships and the excitement of a sol- I
dier's life at the front, hut made no cod liver oil in Scott’s Emulsion is
reference to the tender relationship nature’s great blood-maker, while its
medicinal nourishment strengthens the
that had existed and was supposed
still to exist between them.
organs to expel the impurities and
Clochette soon ended the Interview,
strength. Try it
upbuild your
Si" '* •*- Rownr WrmtnfiHd N. J.
leaving Alphonse without even a kiss.
But as slit* passed out of the ward she
gave vent to her feedings in tears. The
surgeon in charge of the ward, seeing
her come from the man she had visited weeping, was surprised, for the pa1 tlent was In a fair
way to recovery,
lie asketl her the cause of her distress.
The poor girl told him that the
wounded man had been her lover, but
since he had been abseut from her his
love for her had evidently died. The
doctor seemed much interested In the
matter and when he next visited Alphonse questioned him as to his treatment nf Ms fiancee. Alphonse told h'n
lb;-? cp io fl c very r «> lent of I .s
rMi* l*:»«i bee n coMstau !
wovi d Cl
o.m !*
vd'o »:ml he bad been so
tressed at his separation from her that
at rimes he hud been almost tempted
As soon as
to desert and go to her.
he haJ recovered consciousness, after
the o;>erat!on on his head, naturally
But he
Ids first thought was of her.
was surprised to find that all yearning
for her hud vanished.
When the surgeon left Alphonse he
sought Clochette and said to her:
“l>o not blame your lover for having
liecome Indifferent to you. I performed the operation of removing a bit of
lame that was pressing on the brain. !
The bone bad become embedded in u
little protuberance of the brain, and I
was ol llged to cut Into this protuberOur bodies are mechanical conance.
TUe patient s love tor you
trlvances.
Imil Its scat doubtless In this little pro
tuberunce. and when I removed the
protuberance I removed the love that
you had Inspired."
Cloehette looked at the speaker in
1

Rev.

leave

WEST HANCOCK.
Mrs. Minerva Rich end daughter Gladys,
ot Thomaston, are visiting Mrs. Rich’s
sister, Mrs. G. B. Bridge*.

only

cupied In planting potatoes."
“You have by your decision struck a
heavy blow at materialism." said the I

B. Botlbo Biavot.

ssrjrsar-

Miss Ruth F. Sargent baa returned to
South
Hadley, Mass., wb,re sbe is
attending college.
Sim.
Sept. 21.

Oct. 1.
M. M. M.
bone had been removed from the skull
he hud recover.-d consciousness and
had begun to Improve at once.
SEAL HARBOF.
Clochette asked If he had seemed depress- i
Samuel Dodge and wife and Miss
ed and was told that, on the
contrary, Ardens Fieber are visiting in Biddeford.
he was In very good spirits. Then she
Elston and Newell Carter, who have
entered the ward and. passing down an
oven
working in Aroostook county, are
aisle formed by cots containing sick
borne.
and wounded soldiers, stood before the
Mrs. Agnes Hamor spent last week in
one on which her lover
lay, expecting j
the moment he saw her that his eyes | Gardiner witb ber daughter, Mrs. Lester
I Crane. Sbe was sccoropr Died borne by ber
would light with Joy.
What was her disappointment to see

.ereunable to help themaelvea-have been
bfjagbl back to robuat bealtb through
of Itheuuia.
ihe migbiy power
Rheuroa'arla with speed; it brings in a
prayed
be davs the relief you have

Hincoc* ss
Sores or A

Mra. Herbert J. Gridenll baa returned to
Roxbnry, Mail.

accept the resignation
W. H. Rice.

voted not to

the

When Alphonse and Clochette met
again he was In a hospital recovering
from a wound In the head.
Clochette.
Henry Milliken, wife and daughters
hearing of bis condition, went to him
Barbers and Louise, ot Corinna, were
that she might assist in his
recovery week-end
gnrata of Mr. Miliiken’e
by nursing him and that It might not !
parents, H. C. Milliken and wite.
be retarded by his pining for her.
Before entering the ward where he was | Sincere sympathy is extended to Mr.
she asked his surgeon of his condition, and Mrs. Bodney White, in tbe deatb of
their little
lleoe.
Funeral serlie told her that Alphonse was
doing vice# were dsugbter
held Thursday, and amid beauHe bad been brought In
very well.
tiful
dowers
tbe
little
one was laid in tbs
unconscious, having received a shrapnel wound In the head. After a bit of family lot io Woodbine cemetery.

[TRY

nave tx-eu
even »o

Mrs. Albert Harding of Rockland is
guest ol Mrs. F. H. Harding.

Miss Muriel DeB*-ck has gone to Milo to
teach French and Latin in the high school.
She was accompanied by her father, Dr. 8.
S. DeBeck. They made tbe trip by automobile.
Saturday they visited Miaa
DeBeck’s cousin, Hester Clark, who ia
teaching in Brownville.

Charles Hodgkins has returned
t<
Philadelphia dental collage,
C. A. Reynolds and wife will leave foi
Cambridge, Mass., this week.
At a recent church meeting, it wai

to

Mra. Minnie L. Biaisdell spent a week
recently in Beal Harbor.
Mra. Gay Freethy, who bas spent tbe
summer at Little Deer Isle, is at borne.

phrenology, are at least based on scientific Investigations.
" ken Clochette Chatteroux
said goodby to Alphonse Brlsson on bis departure for the war of the nations
he
seemed almost broken hearted at
part,
with
lug
her.

who

France
baa
gone
Pi., (or the winter.

in

Os ward L. Hooper bis returned from
East Boston, where he bes been employed.

scientists have taken
up this question
of tho protuberance of the
brain and
have formed certain conclusions
which
though less sweeping than the

"People

visiting

Mrs. Eva M. Kimball and children have
returned to Bangor.

{

Maai., Wednesday, and
Saturday night, having beau
rejected on account of defective eyesight.
returned

Miss Edith Bice is visiting in Machias
A. J. Gibson and wife have returned t<
Waltham, Mass.

several

L.

Mesboppen,

Before scientific truths become really scieutlflc they sometimes fall Into
the bamls of quacks, who make
money
out of them by
practicing them on the
credulity of the public. Years ago so
called phrenologists
charged fees to
tell persons by
feeling the bumps on
their skulls what
occupation they
were fitted for.
Since that period real

is

to Charlestown,
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LAMOINE.

Mra. Albert J. Billing! spent
days recently In Rockland,
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Kate Ijingdon was a character. Not
especially pretty, she had a way with
her that first attracted people's attention, then won them. Some said she
was very deep, others that she was a
simple child of nature. She was certainly reckless. She would flirt with
several men at a time without heeding
the consequences and when cornered
would. If possible, dodge them all by
flight, leaving them to settle the matter among themselves.
And so it was that

some

blamed

her, others defended her, but all were
amused by her. it was very Interesting to see a middy come upon the
edge of the vortex, get drawn in, drop
out, giving place iierhaps to a fellow
middy, perhaps to an officer. Whether
the girl realized the wrong she was often doing, whether she was unconscious of it

or

whether she had

no

ap-

preciation of the tenderness of men's
hearts, certain it is that she never seem,
ed either ashamed of her conquests or
proud of them, indeed, she gave every
evidence that she regretted them.
A fine field for such girls is either the
West Point or Annapolis academy,
where young men are trained for the
army or navy. Kate Langdon the year
of the breaking out of the SpauishAmerican war visited the Naval academy as the guest of her aunt, Mrs.
Lyall. the wife of one-of the professors.
She hadn't been there a week before
she had half a dozen middies “by the
ears.”
in

me class to ne

lowing spring

were

graduated me foltwo young men.

Hector Peckbam and Leslie Holt Both
met Kate Langdon, and both fell violently in love with her. In the government academies the standard of honor is very high.
Neither of the cadets
would take the slightest advantage of
tbe other, but neither could find out
which was really tbe favored one. Nor
were they ever sure but that one of
several other middles might hot after
all carry off the prize.
Peckbam finally won.
Kate gave
him her heart and, to tbe surprise of
every one, gave him the whole of It
There were a number of disappointments in consequence of this victory,
the most serious of which was Leslie
Holt Kate had given him a great deal
of encouragement and for some time
after she came to a decision hadn't
the heart to break with him. When It
finally came cut that Peckbam had
won. Holt went to see her to ask If
tbe news were true.
She confessed,
and he told her that she bad wrecked

hla life.

•"Young

men hare said this before to
young women, to marry aotoe other
and live happily. Some bare remained
single, cherishing their tdcl In their
hearts, to meet that idol when past
middle age and find It demolished.
Holt bo long as he lived—he did not
live long—never recovered from Us Infatuation. Tbe words he used at bis
last meeting with Kate Langdon made
the Drat change In her. By them her
light, gladsome nature received Its first

sobering.
Meanwhile the Caban war wae com-

ing on. and ships and munitions were
being hurriedly put in condition for
And the middies, too, were being
war.
hurried on in their academic course,
to be graduated aa soon as hostilities
commenced.
The following spring Peckham and
Bolt were graduated and assigned to
Pecka war vessel sailing for Cuba.
ham and Kate were marr ed before be
sailed. The wedding was notable from
the number of disappointed young men
in attendanee. But every man of them
swore by the bride and considered the
groom the luckiest man that had ever
wcoe.1 woman.
Kate, having Joined the navy matrimonially, felt at home at a naval station. and her aunt, who adored her. Invited her to remain with her Indefinitely. So Kate stayed where she would
be in touch with her husband far more
than «t borne. That was an exciting
First come news of the fight
summer.
lb Manila Imy. then the entrance of
the Spanish Admiral Cervera's fleet
Into Cubun waters, Its attempt to escape and its destruction.
l’eckliam and Holt went through this
last fight, and when It was over the
litter officer was ordered to the tomHand of a small supply boat and diluted to sail for the Brooklyn navy

jard.

"Can 1 do anything for you at homo?"
he usked of Peckham.
“Nothing, unless you will take a letYou will mall It as
ter for my wife.
goon as you get to Brooklyn."
"With pleasure," replied Holt.
Peckham wrote a short note to his
wife and gave it to Holt.
“Tlie trap I'm to command is not
very seaworthy,” said the latter. “If
I meet a big blow I may not get
through. But I promise you. Hector,
that your wife shall have the letter."
Peckham
hoped that bis friend
would get through safely, and they

parted.

morning young Mrs. Peckham
sitting in her room at Annapolis
reading accounts of the naval fight o!T
(uba-sbe liad read them many times
before-when a draft blew open the
line

was

door and there came into the room a
strong smell of the sea. Standing before tbe opening was Leslie Holt, pale
and exhausted.
"Why, Mr. Holt!" exclaimed Mrs.
Peck ham.

TRY IT—YOU CAN SOLVE IT

FREE PRIZES

Without a word he handed her a letter. Thinking it to be from her husband or that it might bring her bad
news from him. her attention was momentarily turned from Its bearer to
the letter. It bore evidence of having
A dampness clung to It.
been wet.
and the letters of the address had
run together.
She tore It open aud
read It.
It was simply an announcement that tbe writer was well, bad
suffered nothing In the recent engagement and hoped before many weeks to
return to her.
Having satisfied herself that It boded no barm to the man
she loved, she turned to Its bearer. He
was not there.

In order that the readers of this paper will be better
acquaint.-,1
with our iirm and the wonderful line of pianos we handle, we will
FREE
to
the
ABSOLUTELY
persons
giveaway
sending in an
swers to this WARRIOR BOLD PUZZLE the list of PRIZES

minute*

utter

l>r.

(

ir anything «u needed to complete
the convict ton that the wraith of the
man who had told her site had wrecked
hi* life had visited bet* the announceA subment of hie death supplied It
sequent letter, however, from Peckhnm
nerved to lighten the blow. Kate felt
that the matter had no reference to
her husband; It was between her and
Leslie Holt She considered It a pun
Ishment for having trifled with him
and brooded and brooded, and all efforts on the part of her friends to eon
vlnee her that there was toothing In It
excel* a creation of her own brain un*
der a nervon* strain were fruit'ess.
In time Peekham came north, and It
was hoiied that his presence would lift
the cloud that hung over his wife. It
helped tier, but did not cure her. She
went aliout as liefore. tint how changed:
"What'a sad sight is Mrs.’ Peck
ham." said one of the men with whom
she had trifled—one o' the older ones,
"The matter prove* the in
an officer.
uocenee of her notion when so maid
of us were attentive to her. Wicked
people are not remorseful. The lender
consciences are usually to be found In
Innocence. Had she been a heartless
a wicked flirt the fact that she had
wrecked a man's life would have pleas
ed her. Instead of this. Ills telling her
thnt she had wrecked his life wrecker!
He should not have said such
hers.
n thing to her. and he would not have
sa d It had lie lieen older and realised
tlie effect It would bare on lier.7
It Is years since this shock came
to Mrs. Peekham. and. although It has
somewhat worn away. It has left Its
She is still gloved, for at
effe ts.
heart she is the same innocent woman. though very different from the
days of her girlhood. Every one except herself refers the visit of the
wraith to a shock coming from overShe would as soon
strained nerves.
doubt her existence as doubt the reality of the visit. After sufficiently recovering to talk about It she declared
that she not only smelled the salt air
of the sea. tmt saw Leslie Holt standing befrre her—not lifelike. It la true,
because lie was very pale, and he had
the appearance of hsvlnc been In the
water.
Tbc > ly thing to prove her
position wn; the letter she received
mid the seaweed, but tbst dlsapiieared
during her first shock and never waa

rccc'ered.
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Directions: Trace the faces in the picture on this or a separate
sheet of paper or any other material, and number them 1. 2, 3, etc.
You most And at least s< Ten of them.

To the 15 neatest, correct .artistic answers will begiren absolutely
free the 16 prizes In the order named.
Remember, that neatness
as well as correctness is taken into consideration by the judges
in making the awards. Only one answer from a household will be
allowed. Limited to those residing in New^England. Winners will
All answers must be in our hands not later
be notified by maiL
than October 12. Mail or bringjanswers to our salesrooms.
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oggswell,

medical officer at the academy, waa
called to Professor Lyall's quarter*. He
found Mrs. Peck bam lying on a tied In
a
high state of nervous excitement.
Mrs. Lyall told the doctor, before he
saw the patient, the story her niece
had told her, and he did not permit the
hivalid to go over It again. He laid
that the exiiertation for a long while
that her husband would at any time
participate In a naval engagement and
the excitement attending the recent
fight had been a strain upon her nerves
that had produced hallucination
He
prescribed a sedative and left directions that she waa to be kept quiet.
But Mrs. Peck ham dbl not recover
from the strain aa soou aa was expected.
And one morning somethin* occurred to give tier a terrible luck set.
A telegram from Key West a insured
la a morning paper stating that a little
naval tender, commanded by Leslie
Holt, had been wrecked on one of the
keys and all on board bad been lest
Mrs. Lyall kept this news from her
niece aa long as she dated, hoping the
invalid would gain strength and there
would lie less dange- In communicating
It to her. Finally, feariug that Kate
might be=f it tram others,.she told her
of young Holt's death.

Gentlemen’s Gold Watch
20 Year Case
Joint Split Bamboo

Diamond Ring

Thinking that what had passed between them liefore her marriage had
led him to go away without even having been thanked, she tossed the letter
on a table aud ran out into the hall to
stop him. Not finding him In tbe hall,
she went out on to the porch. He was
not there, nor was he anywhere to be
seen, though there was nothing for
some distance to obstruct her vision.
"Strange!" she said to beraelf and
returned to tier room, a fear coming
over her thnt the affair wns In some
way connected with a misfortune to
her husband. Going to the table, she
was
about to snatch up the letter
when she saw that It was not where
she had put It.
Looking on the floor
for It. she did not And It.
"I'm sare something has happened
to Hector." she moaned.
“Leslie Holt
slipped'a way on purpose so that be
wouldn't have to say anything to me
aliout It. But how pale he looked and
how exhausted!'*
Thinking a draft might have blown
the letter off the table, she looked
about until she saw something of a
light brownish color In a corner. Bure
that It waa tbe le'ter. which bad been
discolored, she seized It. What waa
her surprise to And a seaweed.
There was something so uncanny In
all this that she waa now thoroughly
frightened.
Dropping the seaweed,
she put both bands to her temples In
an effort to regain her equanimity.'
Then, rushing out of the room, she ran
to her aunt and sank in a swoon.
Jen
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The town of Hollingsworth baa been
named for the man who did more
While
for It than any other person.
Joel Hollingsworth did much for the
town, he did not do anything for
any one hi It excepting himself. He
founded the Hollingsworth Institution and endowed it for the work of
Its benefits to
scientific research.
mankind were intended to be general,
not particular, and the real design was!
to perpetuate the name of Joel HolOn a circular plot of
lingsworth.
ground just within Its gates stdbd a
brouse statue of Its founder on a lofty

pedestal.
li represented

who looked M
modest or retiring—one who would not bide bis light
under a bushel.
One day Edgar Walker, a young fellow seventeen years of age. was passing through the town of Hollingsworth. bis worldly effects tied up In a
bandanna handkerchief, on his way to
a city near by. where be hoped to make
his fortune. Ula way led him by tbe

grsaatve. by

a man

no means

Hollingsworth Institution, and. I*using, be looked through the gilded bars
of the gates at tbe noble pile within,
his eyes finally resting on tbe statue
of Its founder.

■

Hearing a moan oenina mm, oe lurried and saw a girl about eight years
old crying. Turning, be asked her what
She told him that her
troubled her.
mother had sent her to the store with
a silver dollar to make soma purchases
and she bad lost it.
Now. Edgar Walker's capital on
which he proposed to found bis fortune was exactly fl.
Taking It from
his pocket, he offered it to the girL
She drew hack, stopped crying and
with a changed expression said:
“It would be mean for me to take
money from a boy with boles in his
shoes, even as a gift My father says
that the man who built all these buildings used to take money from anybody
he could get it out of. 1 won’t do that,
no matter what 1 need."
The girl went on her way, and Edgar passed on through the town dreaming of the fortune be would make, how
be would make it and yhat he would
do with it after It was made.
The yenrs went by. The noble pile
called the Hollingsworth institution
still rose big!* over the town that nestled about It. Joel Hollingsworth in
bronze still stood with folded arms
within the gate, conscious of hia nobility of souL An occasional passer
still stopped to peer between the bars.
The particular pasaer who gazed one
summer afternoon just before sunset
a prosperous looking gentleman
few years short of forty.
Hearing a musical laugh behind him,
he turned and saw a woman between
twenty-Uve and thirty with a girl some
twenty years her junior whose resemblance to her Indicated that the child
was her daughter.
“Come, mamma.’ said the girl, tugging at her mother; “let's look In at
the green grass and the flowers and the
trees and the pretty walks.”

was

a

The woman yielded, and the two
•tood beside the man, mother and child
gaslng on this beautiful home of science, the man gazing upon the girl.
“Madam,** be said, “twenty years ago
f waa looking through the bars of this
rate when, bearing some one weeping
behind me. t tumpl and saw that
child. 8he said that her mother had
given her a dollar with which to mako
P'trchaaea and she bad lost tt. I offer,
ed her the only dollar I possessed, and
she declined It. saying that aha wnnld
not be so mesn aa the man standing
there In branse. Can tt be that aba
ceased from that time to develop and
Is Mill a child r
"I am or was the child." replied the
mother, “who had k>M the dolls# and
who declined your kind offer. 1 grew
to womanhood, married and became
a widow.
This child la my daughter.
I bare not forgotten the boy who offered to supply my loss, and he has
always existed In my mind us the antl|sMles <if the nun of bronze."
“And I lmve remembered your remarks about the bronze heart of ||tli
1 waa going to tbs city to enter
man.
upon my life's career. 1 resolved that
If I could not mako a fortune without
grinding my fellow beings, without refusing the poor and lowly, I would gat
on without one.
1 have come within
reasonable bounds of keeping my resolution. t hare made money, but I attribute it to a natural gift for buslaaas
rather than to bard work. Fortunately it has not been necessary for me to
be mean. To me money making has
been easy."
“Then you will not leave a moouto yourself such as this?”
“I shall leave no monument at alL
When I die all or nearly all the funds
A have accumulated will hare gone already to any deserving, or It may be
undeserving, person whom I happen
to meet needing assistance
If there
Is anything left It shall be distributed
In auma of $1 among the poor.”
"Then you do not believe In organised charity 7"
“I certainly do believe in it But for
myself I prefer to scatter my gifts In
such a way that the donor shall not be
known.”
“In other words, you prefer that your
right hand shall not know what your
left band doetbf
The man's resolution was only partially kept. He married the woman,
and at his death she and the child Inherited enough of hla fortune to make
them comfortable. But he followed no
rule; he was g'llded by bis feelings
ment

An Artist’s Privations

Lough, an English sculptor, had an
Imaginative enthusiasm so vivid that
he once sakl timidly to a friend, as If
fearlug ridicule. “I fancy myself in the
Acropolis sometimes and bear a roaring noise like the tide.” The sculptor’s
early privations were terrible. *8aya a
writer:

"During Lough’s first year in London. when engaged on bis 'Milo,' he
went without meut for three months
had only one bushel and a half of coal
during the whole winter, tore up bis
shirts to make rags In which to keep
his day figure moist and slept beside
It—when the cold would allow him to
ileep—on the ground."
He that has no silver In his purae
the-its bare silver on his tongue.
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him. John worked in tbe dark, so It
would not bare been easy to learu his
process even If any one bad lieen present He remained ta tbe room an hour,
and wben be called and they entered
tbe safe was open.
They asked John who be was. bnt
be wouldn’t tell, and since he bad
done nothing dishonest they couldn't
He pocketed a
L
J coin|>el him to tell.
teu dollar bill and the next day went
John Biggs woikad for jssrs la a
to another firm using the aame kind
aafo and loch factory. B* was n good of safe and made $10 more
This be
workman, bat that waa a time when kept up. doing a lucrative business.
prices of skilled labor wars not isfoVery soon letters began to pour In
lated, as they are now, by means of to tbs Scalpton Safe and Lock comcoalition, and tbe Arm that John work- pany that there was something tbe
Each coned for waa not overgenerous.
Taar i matter with their locks.
cern who wrote stated that their Scalpafter year pamed and children were
tnu safe dock bad been picked by a
rattling their knives and forks at man wbo
accomplished tbe feat withJohn's table, but hla wages were Just
out the nse oftools, but as uone of
tbe same as when he had no children
them could tell bow it was done thereat all. John often applied to Mr. Scalp,
Then the orwas nothing to lie said.
tou. the president of tbe wife and lock
ders for safes made s rapid decline.
The •sun; ally’s "lulslness was at a
cutnpaii.v. for n raise of salary, and Mr
Scalptou. a Lae looking sim! rather .be- standstill. Uut when Juba Illgg* heard
that they bad begun to discharge their
nevolent appearing old gentleman,
workmen be walked Into tbe office of
would say:
“We're paying you Just what we can Mr. 8calpton. well dressed and prosperous looking, for an Interview.
at any tints get a man to do your work
"Why, John," said bis former emfor, and we'll continue to pay you your
ployer. “you have been making monwages Just as long as you do your
ey."
work well, and when you And you can
“So I have. Mr. S»apleton."
do better elsewhere we won't object
“now have you done It 7"
to your Improving your salary by leav“Following your advice- Wben 1 saw
ing us."
you last you told me there was a great
Joan aian t see mesa so rar aa the
difference between thinking and manage that waa coming, when Mr. Scalpual labor. I hired myself out to John
ton's business would either be merged
Higgs for a Job of thinking, with good
with that or other safe builders to
results.”
make prices what he wanted them or
Well 7^
w
when bis laborers would band together
“I’ve been picking your lock* at $1>
to make him pay them such wages a*
I

I
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they might demand. He didn't like the
situation, but be couldn't help It. an
he worked on aud fed and clothed his
children as best he could.
But oue day John fell ill and remained 111 for months
His wages were
stopped, be had no money to pay a
doctor, and he saw his children ragged and hungry. This was a bitter
period for him. but be got well In time
and. going to Mr. Scalpton, asked to
be permitted to go to work.
“I'm sorry. John." said tbe gentleman. "but we were obliged to All your
place, and now that it Is filled It would
be an Injustice to turn out the man
who fills It
Don't you think so your
seirr
“Maybe." John replied, “but It's
mighty bard. I wish 1 was a capitalist like you. Mr. Scalpton. Then If I
got sick my business and my Income
would go right on.”
'That's the difference between an
ability to think and manual labor." replied the safe maker. “I'm busy now
and must ask you to excuse me."
The gentleman bad put a flea In
John's ear. He concluded to do a little thinking.
He knew more about
safes and locks than Mr. Scalpton. and
before he had done thinking he had
thought out a plan to compel that very
Just man to listen to him.
A tew days later John called on a
firm that owned a Scalpton safe and
told them that be would prove to them
for a consideration that their safe was
worthless He would open It without
even any tools.
They engaged to pay
Ills price provided he succeeded.
He
stipulated that be was to work alone
and without any
watchers.
They
agreed to this, locking him In a room
with the safe, first having searched

•piece.”
Scalptou

"How do
wae astonlahed.
you do It?” be naked.
"Tbat'a my eecret. Ia there any demand for aecreta today. Mr. Soalpton?”
“How much do you want for your*?”
“Five thousand dollars and my old

place

at double salary.”
John's secret was bought, and be was
But he exacted a written
engaged.
contract drawn by a lawyer. Then he
opened the safe before the president s

eyes.
He bad pared the nail of his Index
Anger on the right band until the blood
vessels were exposed. Then by placing
the sensitive wound on the combination lock he could distinguish the
movements of the tumblers as they
fell
For more than an hour he worked. and at last there came a sharp
click, and be swung back the doors of
the safe.
Your health balance Is more Important than your bank balance.
Africa’s Big Lake.
Victoria Xyauza or L'kerewe, the largest lake in Africa. Is. uext to I-ak»
Superior, the largest sheet of fresh
It lies between
water in the world.
British und German Bast Africa, about
400 miles from the Indian ocean, and
175 miles northeast of Lake Tanganyika. exteudlng from latitude 25 minIt*
utes north to 3 degrees south.
length from north to south Is ever 2w
miles; Its average breauth. 150 miles,

and Its estimated area about 26.000
a
The lake occupies
square miles.
broad depression, probably due to a aeries of faults In the ancient crystalline
rocks of the East African plateau. It*
surface Ilea at an elevation of 3.775
feet

